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Gender is crucial to the Singaporean lesbian community, and categorization revolves around 
gendered identity labels of butch, andro and femme. In recent years, there has been a shift away from 
these identity labels, towards an idea of gender as descriptive – rather than declaring “I am a butch”, one 
suggests “I am masculine”. While an ostensibly similar shift was instigated by the second-wave feminist 
movement during the 1970s in the West, the Singaporean movement has been triggered by a gradual and 
individual understanding that the labels are no longer sufficient to fully describe lesbians’ identities and 
performances. Gender has become more complex than labels of “butch” or “femme”; even “masculinity” 
and “femininity” have become problematised. Yet, notions of gender continue to play an important role 
for community and identity, and gender has not been abandoned. It is only the way gender is viewed that 
has changed. 
This thesis examines how the Singaporean lesbian community negotiates everyday gender within 
a heteronormative society that is heavily influenced by a gender binary. While some feminists and queer 
theorists have argued that the gender binary is inherently patriarchal and unequal, I argue that such a 
perspective on gender does not take into consideration how gender is experienced by individuals, is a 
crucial part of identity, and is far more complex than commonly understood. I suggest that the 
community’s changing understanding of gender as increasingly complex and personal is a method of 





Chapter 1 – Introduction   
“I was a bit more guyish when I was younger, but as I grew older… firstly, it’s the society thing. I 
feel as you get older right, it might just be me lah, but as you get older – it’s like, especially when 
you’re working, it’s going to be a bit difficult if you look so manly!... The other thing would be – 
generally as you grow older, you start to, you know, know more about yourself, and you’re more 
comfortable with being yourself … you just slowly grow into being more comfortable, being 
whatever it is you feel like doing lah… I don’t believe in the whole labelling thing… I feel some 
people actually sort of, like, identify themselves with all these labels, but to me it’s not a big thing. I 
mean I guess I used to, back in secondary school, I used to look a bit more boyish lah. But now I 
guess I’m more comfortable being who I am.” - Leanne 
 
 The Singaporean lesbian community’s primary categorization of its members relies on gender – 
on how masculine or feminine one is, but also one’s preference for how masculine or feminine one’s 
partner should be. Gendered identity labels such as butch, femme and the relatively recent label of andro 
play a fundamental role in the formation of lesbian identities as well as in the maintenance of the 
community’s boundaries.  
 Yet in the past decade, there has been a gradual shift away from these identity labels. The labels 
“butch” and “femme” refer to specific identities with a relatively strict permutation of characteristics, and 
Singaporean lesbians see them as insufficient to fully describe a person’s gender expression and identity. 
Gender is less about identity – for example, declaring that “I am a butch” – and seen more as a description 
– “I am masculine”. Gender identity and performance is further problematised, with many unwilling to 
classify themselves as either masculine or feminine. While the shift away from gendered labels in 
Western lesbian communities was heavily driven by explicitly political anti-heteronormative feminism in 
the 1970s (Faderman 1992), the Singaporean shift has been more personalized, and less deliberately 
subversive (though this is not to say that it is non-political). The lesbians who have distanced themselves 
from these labels suggest firmly it is for personal reasons, and few hold judgment about those who 
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continue to use them. Gender is increasingly understood differently by the community – gender is less 
polarized, less thought of as a simple continuum from masculine to androgynous to feminine, and is 
becoming far more complex than it used to.  
 However, despite this movement away from these gendered identity labels, ideas of gender 
continue to remain an important part of the community. I suggest that the core of the change revolves 
around a different perspective of gender itself, and through this change, I argue that the community is 
negotiating with, rather than actively and collectively fighting against the boundaries of heteronormative 
gender. This subculture, though continuing to propagate and internalize various heteronormative rules, is 
at the same time challenging ways of living and experiencing gender by simply refusing to categorise or 
be categorised. Though many may see this shift as highly personal, the wave of change that is happening 
within the community is caused by individuals’ changing beliefs. Within the relatively apolitical 
environment of Singapore, where there is little culture of demanding rights or visibility, I argue that the 
lesbian community is carving out a space within the dominant heterosexual and heteronormative culture 
to simply exist in peace and privacy.  
 
1.1 Theoretical approach  
Everyday gender 
Often, it is what is clearly visible and different that is studied, and the everyday mundane 
experiences go unnoticed – as Rumford (2007) similarly writes about the research done on sports fans, it 
is the “problematic” and noticeable groups such as football hooligans that are examined. Much research 
on gender (especially queer gender) focuses on the extreme, the marginalized and the politically active, 
rather than the everyday gender of individuals who straddle the boundaries of “heteronormative gender” 
and deliberate radical gender subversion. Jackson (2005) has noted the lack of research around gender as 
everyday, and writes “against those cultural analyses that neglect the social structures and routine 
everyday social practices through which gender and heterosexuality are constructed, sustained, and 
renegotiated” (2005:16, emphasis added). This study aims to focus on individuals’ own gender identity 
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and experience, as well as their opinions of other lesbians’ gender. Following Jackson, whose intention 
“is not to dismiss the work of cultural theorists, many of whom have contributed a great deal to the 
critique of gender and heterosexuality, but rather to argue for an appreciation of the variety of social and 
cultural structures and practices at work in the maintenance of the current gendered and heterosexual 
order” (2005:16), I believe that not enough work has been carried out on the examination of gender as 
lived, and not actively political or theatrically performed.  
 Feminist Hulk roaring “HULK HERE TO FUCK PATRIARCHY. HULK SMASH GENDER 
BINARY!”1 on Twitter2 may resonate with many feminists and queer theorists, but it is the everyday and 
mundane manner in which the gender binary is negotiated (not fought) that also reveals the complexity of 
what we understand as gender, as masculinity, androgyny and femininity. Everyone has a different 
experience with gender, both from societal norms as well as individual gender identities and expressions, 
As a result, as Rachlin points out, “[b]ecause most of us have a gender, we consider ourselves experts on 
the subject and assume that our understanding and experience of gender is all there is” (2002:3). It is 
precisely because all of us experience gender as something so personal that it can be difficult to imagine 
gender in another way.  
 
Gender, the body, and language 
 The body is arguably the most basic unit of analysis in social sciences, and phenomenology 
acknowledges this – for example, Merleau-Ponty believes that “knowledge of one’s own body and 
knowledge of the world can be accessed only through the body” (2005:143).The use of our bodies is how 
we interact with others, and we cannot escape them. Crawley, Foley and Shehan write that “[a]ll thoughts 
and feelings are experienced through the physical body” (2008:xiii), and that “there is no world of 
meaning outside of our physical place in the world – in the body” (2008:5). Turner notes that “the surface 
of the body seems everywhere to be treated, not only as the boundary of the individual as a biological and 
                                                           
1
 http://twitter.com/feministhulk/status/13809664349 
2@feministhulk has 22,113 followers as of 09/08/10. 
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psychological entity but as the frontier of the social self as well” (2007:84), while Mauss writes that “[t]he 
body is man’s first and most natural instrument” (2007:56). Jackson quotes Best: “As Best (1978:137) 
puts it, ‘Human movement does not symbolize reality, it is reality” (1983:329, emphasis in original). 
 According to Butler (1988), a critical examination of gender must be rooted in how the individual 
carries out and understands gender. Butler’s decade-long study of gender starts out as firmly 
phenomenological in the late 80s, and she writes that “social agents constitute social reality through 
language, gesture, and all manner of symbolic social sign” (1988:519). Over several years she writes that 
gender can only be seen through corporeal action, describing gender as “instituted through the stylization 
of the body and, hence, must be understood as the mundane way in which bodily gestures, movements, 
and enactments of various kinds constitute the illusion of an abiding gendered self” (1988:519). Nearly 20 
years later, Uhlmann and Uhlmann continue this approach: “it is in embodied and concrete reality that the 
gender order inheres and that gendered materiality is produced and reproduced” (2005:94). West and 
Zimmerman (1987) have stated that gender is something that is done by the body, and DeFrancisco and 
Palczewski suggest that “[n]othing is as intimately linked to one’s sex/gender identity as how one feels 
and acts in one’s body” (2007:81).  
When discussing queer gender, the body arguably gains even more importance, due to the 
intersection of not only the individual’s own gendered body, but also the desire for another gendered 
body. Munt writes that “[b]utch/femme is lesbian gender experienced from the inside, it is a mode of 
articulation and living movement, it is the way our bodies speak our desires. In short, butch/femme is a 
way our bodies speak our desires” (1998:2). 
This personal and embodied aspect of gender is made social as it is communicated non-verbally, 
as well as spoken with others. Language and the existence of labels provide a way of understanding the 
body by putting words to an identity, and this understanding is social in nature. Language shapes how we 
see the world, how society is structured, and as a result often blinds us to other options (Crawley, Foley 
and Shehan 2008). Christina (1977) notes the social weight that words carry, and decries the notion that 
the post-structuralist (and queer theory) examination of language is trivial. For example, Kotula (2002) 
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points out the importance in the difference between transgender and transsexual for his personal identity, 
even though many are unaware of the difference between the two. Butler (1996) also notes the importance 
of language as performance – by simply saying “I am a homosexual” (or in this case, “I am a 
butch/femme”), one is not simply describing oneself, one is performing one’s identity. It is not only doing 
gender, as West and Zimmerman (1987) describe, but being able to speak and communicate it.  
The power of queer gender labels is especially significant, as the labels are created by already-
marginalised communities carving out a space to fit them3. While these labels are influenced by external 
structures, they are also controlled by the people who claim the labels as identities (unlike, for instance, 
the way “male” and “female” are regulated by the medical community) and are not imposed (Bulldagger 
2006). As will be discussed in chapter 2, the labels “butch” and “femme” have very different meanings 
depending upon time and place. Rather than Singaporean lesbians’ personal identity or performance 
changing, the significance of the words is what changes, and through this their understanding of “gender”.  
 
Methods 
Between April 2009 and February 2010, I conducted 10 interviews with Singaporean lesbians 
about their experiences and beliefs in relations to gender. Due to the nature of the above-mentioned nature 
of gender and labels, in-depth interviews were primarily used to collect data. Such interviews about 
experiences and beliefs provide an ideal method into examining beliefs about gender, as well as first-hand 
experiences as to how individuals navigated their personal lives. As Hendry points out, in-depth 
interviews provide “a more complex and complete picture of social life… [and] highlights the ways in 
which culture and society are shaped by individual lives” (2007:489). More than how the body moves or 
is presented, this thesis examines why people present themselves in a certain way, how they articulate 
their identities and performances, and how lesbian gender is read and understood. It was only through 
such interviews that I could obtain such opinions and ideas. While I had the option of carrying out pre-
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 I borrow the idea of “space” from Goodwin, who writes about the queer space-time continuum (2000): “Place, for 
my purposes, refers to a physically bounded area. Space, on the other hand, describes a conceptual area that may not 
have physical boundaries, may consist of areas that are not contiguous, or may have no physicality at all.”  
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structured questionnaires by email, the issues I was examining required tailored questions, as respondents 
had different beliefs, and conversations went in very different directions according to their answers – for 
example, whether or not they subscribed to the gendered labels, or how they identified themselves in 
terms of gender.  
Over a period of a year, semi-structured in-depth interviews were done with 10 respondents who 
identified (or had identified) as lesbian or bisexual. Another 10 interviews were done for a previous 
project (Devan 2008)4, and some data that had not been analysed from that project was used in this thesis. 
Interviews lasted between 45 minutes and 3 hours, and some respondents were interviewed more than 
once. Respondents were obtained through snowballing sampling due to the sensitive and private nature of 
the issues being discussed; it was far easier for respondents to open up to someone they knew was safe (“a 
friend of a friend”). Respondents were extremely difficult to obtain, and only about 40% of initial leads 
resulted in an interview. Interviews were held wherever the respondent felt the most comfortable – in 
cafes, homes, or even quiet areas at train stations. Many respondents were deeply concerned with 
anonymity, and all names have been changed5. Respondents came from various races, religions and class 
backgrounds, and ages ranged from 19 to early 40s. While these factors are certainly influential on their 
beliefs about gender, this study does not focus too much on the differences. Devor’s study (1997) 
similarly does not analyse her respondents according to similar factors of race and class, for the same 
reasons – there is insufficient data collection, especially from such a small community, to be able to 
analyse it appropriately. I have attempted to take these into consideration where necessary, but do not 
intend to go in-depth into the differences. However, all interviews were conducted in English6 and this 
indicates that the respondents were generally from or above the lower-middle class. All my respondents 
were comfortable speaking in English, though at least two considered themselves effectively bilingual.  
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 Which dealt with lesbian visibility rather than gender. 
5
 No collated details of the respondents are appended in this thesis. The relevant details of the respondents will be 
provided as necessary within the thesis itself. While this may make for clumsy reading, it is to ensure maximum 
anonymity of the respondents, some of whom have unique features that may identify them in an easily-read table.  
6Although English was not necessarily their primary language. 
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Some respondents were far more comfortable with the interview process than others. For 
example, Leanne was very quiet, and we moved tables several times at the cafe we were at to ensure 
privacy. At a particularly long pause I reassured her that she did not have to answer the question, and she 
replied: “No, it’s okay! I’m just trying to think! As in, I’m fine, as long as it doesn’t get out lah.” At the 
other end, some were extremely open. Rita was willing to let me use her real name (although I have 
changed it), while Natasha’s loud voice could be heard across the small cafe we were in.  
Most of my respondents identified as “not straight” rather than “lesbian” or “bisexual” (Frances, 
who was trying to be straight, called her previous sexual orientation “crooked”). Only a few were firm 
about being “lesbian” (such as Dora, Helen and Natasha, all of whom felt they were butch or masculine). 
Most suggested they were open to a relationship with a man in the future, rather than that they had had 
relationships or romantic interests in men. Gwen, the oldest respondent who called herself “tomboyish”, 
gave a clear response to why she called herself a “lezzie”7:  
“Sometimes, certain guys I see, if they’re very nice guys, very pleasant, and – same thinking, same 
frequency [as me], very soft – I like soft gentle guys lah. Sometimes I also like men one, you know. 
But my only barrier, I’m very frank with you now okay, I’m very frank with you. My only barrier is 
the sexual relationship thing. That one, I cannot lah. But I can, I can actually, I have not – say fall in 
love, but I have liked a lot – two guys before... But sometimes, because there’s a guy, I’m a girl, a girl 
and a guy, because of that, the penis and the vagina, then you cannot, you know! [laughs] that’s a 
barrier!” 
Data was also obtained from Singaporean/Asian LGBT online portals (such as 
twoqueensparty.com, herstory.ws and fridae.com), as well as three online surveys carried out in 2006, 
2008 and 2010 by Sayoni, an informal online lesbian community. Sayoni notes that its respondents are 
mostly “women who are already integrated into the queer [lesbian] community”, while most of my 
respondents were firm that they were not part of the “community”.  
 
                                                           
7A term only she used. 
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1.2 Heteronormativity: gender and sexual orientation 
 “If there was a girl stuck in the middle of the jungle, no man around, she would never think to 
herself, oh, I’m a girl. Right? If she was brought up by wolves… okay okay, wolves have gender too. 
Amoeba. An amoeba in the jungle, all by herself. She’s not going to think to herself, I’m a girl. It’s 
only because there’s this binary category that makes you feel that you’re you, because there’s 
something else different from you.” - Katherine 
 
 The term “heteronormativity” can be confusing. It can refer to:  
1) An unintended bias (e.g. how academic writing on gender tends to be heteronormative), 
2) A neutral descriptive term (that heterosexuality is the dominant form of sexual orientation), or 
3) The regulative expectation of 
a. heterosexuality (Rich’s compulsory heterosexuality (1986), where males and females 
should be romantically and sexually paired with each other), and  
b. gender conformance (that one’s gender presentation should match one’s sex – i.e. 
masculine males and feminine females).  
Rather than dealing with the first two, “heteronormativity” throughout this thesis will refer to the third 
aspect, unless otherwise stated.  
Why discuss heteronormativity in this thesis? The relationship between gender and sexual 
orientation are, as Jackson writes, “empirically interrelated, but analytically distinct” (2005: 17), and 
heteronormativity is “the key site of intersection between gender and sexuality” (18) due to the regulative 
expectations of heterosexuality and gender conformance. As a result, discussing the concepts of gender 
and sexuality “becomes less clear-cut when it comes to considering the relationship between gender and 
heterosexuality, precisely because heterosexuality encompasses more than erotic sexuality” (25). The 
creation of the homosexual identity (a Western European concept) was inextricably tied up with gender 
“inversion”, and “true” homosexuals were the masculine women who chased feminine women, or 
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feminine men who were penetrated by masculine men8. Both McIntosh (1996) and Weeks (1996), for 
example, note that up to the seventeenth century in the West, it was difficult to see a distinction between 
effeminacy and homosexuality, and there were only “homosexual transvestites”. Havelock Ellis, one of 
the pioneer writers on homosexuality, described such individuals in 1897 as “inverts”, suggesting that 
there was something reversed about them. Even today, there is still confusion and conflation of gender 
and sexual identity (Blackman and Perry 1990, Coles 1999, Piontek 2006, Lips 2007) – for example, 
Creed states that “this [stereotypical] view, which has been dominant in different historical periods and is 
still prevalent today, is that the lesbian is really a man trapped in a woman’s body” (2005:110); Devor 
(1989) and Halberstam (1998a) note that the sexuality of the feminine man or masculine woman is often 
questioned, while Mac an Ghaill and Haywood point out that “in mainstream contemporary Anglo-
American cultures at least, heterosexuality and gender are profoundly imbricated” (2007:129). 
DeFrancisco and Palczewski explicitly note the confusion between gender and sexuality:  “Part of the 
confusion is due to social stereotypes: Gays are assumed to be effeminate, lesbians are assumed to be 
masculine, and so on” (2007:13). One of Lipkin’s (1999) components of sexual identity includes gender 
identity, along with biological sex, social sex-role, sexual orientation and affectional orientation.  
Research has shown that in the U.S., feminine lesbians’ queer invisibility may result in their 
lesbian identity being called into question (Whatling 1988:75, Walker 1993:888). Lisa Walker quotes Pat 
Califia, who sees femmes as straight women – “butches think of femmes as straight girls taking a Sapphic 
vacation from serving patriarchy” (1993:868), suggesting that the only “true” lesbian is the butch. The 
butch body cannot be “de-lesbianized”, because it is already and always marked as lesbian through its 
masculinity, and as a result, the butch is seen as more “lesbian” than the femme (Ciasullo 2001:603/604).  
Additionally, while Bordo (1993) suggests that any elevation of women to masculinity is positive, 
and the subversion of masculinity is degrading (such as effeminate men), Halberstam (1997) argues that 
Bordo’s position is accurate only when heterosexuality is in the picture. Straight female masculinity is 
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 Ponse writes that feminine lesbians do not need to pass as straight “since [their] secrecy is in part protected by the 
heterosexual assumption” (1992: 238/239). 
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rendered safe in society due to the female’s heterosexuality; it is queer female masculinity that is 
considered threatening simply because of who the female is attracted to:  
“when and where female masculinity conjoins with possibly queer identities, it is far less likely to 
meet with approval… all too often [heterosexual female masculinity] represents an acceptable degree 
of female masculinity as compared to the excessive masculinity of the dyke” (Halberstam 1998a:28, 
emphasis added).  
The masculine female is not simply masculine, her attraction to women makes her more masculine than 
the most masculine straight female. This suggests two things – firstly, that it is that form of masculinity 
(her attraction to women, and not simply the performance of masculinity) that is threatening; and 
secondly, that even feminine lesbians are masculine in this particular sense.  
Gender is therefore related to the desire of a certain body – of sexual orientation. As Monique 
Wittig famously pronounced in 1978, lesbians are not women, because their desire for a female body does 
not fit the heteronormative understanding of what a woman is – such identities and performances of 
gender include attraction to the “opposite sex”, and a straight woman’s femininity requires her to be 
attracted to men. Gender identity is caught up with sexual orientation in a complex manner. For example, 
all-female spaces are supposed to be safe from carnal desire and sexual gazes; this privacy no longer 
holds with other females who may look at women the same way straight men do. Should gay women have 
separate showering and sleeping quarters from straight women because of the fact that their desire is the 
same as that of straight men? Feminine lesbians, who may in appearance be indistinguishable from 
straight feminine women, might now be seen as straight men, simply because of their desire of the female 
body. Will the butch lesbian be more likely to sneak glances at the straight woman than the femme 
lesbian?  
Heteronormativity encourages the polarization of masculinity and femininity, so that the grey 
area in between the two is not only made as large as possible, but made taboo and problematic. An 
insufficiently masculine male is not a “true man” in a pejorative sense, and a gay masculine man is also 
not sufficiently masculine, simply because of his attraction to other male bodies. Gender and sexuality are 
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so linked that it is impossible to talk about one without referring to the other. As Wilchins writes, “I take 
it as self-evident that the mainspring of homophobia is gender” (2002:10); Butler (1993) suggests that 
there is a “heterosexual matrix”, where “real” masculinity and femininity are understood only through 
heterosexuality. As ideas of masculinity and femininity are inextricably linked to sex, thus sexual 
orientation, being based upon sex, is also intertwined with gender.  
 
1.3 Contribution to research 
Lesbian gender 
 By examining gender through a community of female-identified females, as Dozier suggests, 
such people “at the borders of gender and sex are fish out of water, [and] help illuminate strengths and 
weaknesses in common conceptions of gender” (2005:297). For them, gender is not carried out according 
to the taken-for-granted heteronormative assumptions. In an all-female community, we can see different 
gender expressions and identities, and the dynamics of hierarchy are significantly different. For example, 
whereas female masculinity is stigmatized in heterosexual society, lesbian communities around the world 
have accepted, naturalized, embraced and even expected it (Feinberg 1996, Halberstam 1998a, Lucal 
1999, Wieringa 2009, Blackwood 1998, Sinnott 2004). The individual and social implications of gender 
are very different for a group of people for whom gender is not merely a polite synonym for sex.  
Much work on lesbian or queer female-bodied gender focuses on butch/femme identities (Nestle 
1992a, 1992b, Kennedy and Davis 1993, Munt 1998), or female-to-male transgender communities (Devor 
1997, Cromwell 1999, Green 2004), even in the Asian contexts (Blackwood and Wieringa 1999, Gumnit 
and Salmon 2009). These writings have been instrumental in understanding queer (and specifically 
lesbian) gender. Crawley notes that “[b]utch and fem as nonstandard gender representations and as 
nonstandard sexual identities may teach us quite a lot about norms of gender and sexuality” (2001:176). 
Lesbian genders demonstrate that masculinity and femininity are not exclusive to the male and female 
body respectively. Certainly, the butch and femme identities are linked to heteronormative ideas of 
gender, but Rubin notes that they “are ways of coding identities and behaviours that are both connected to 
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and distinct from standard societal roles for men and women” (in Crawley 2001:177, emphasis added). 
Halberstam points out that while butches are masculine, they are certainly not men – not only in terms of 
their self-identification, but also in how society treats them: “[the butch identity] isn’t attached to social or 
political or economic privilege, [and] there is an opportunity there to have a gender difference without a 
gender hierarchy” (2010). Similarly, Nestle praises butch/femme for allowing “a two gendered sexual 
discussion within the single category of lesbian” (2002:6), while Crawley writes that “[b]utch and fem are 
not synonymous with gendered attributes and are not reducible only to sexual identity. They are more 
than just masculine/feminine or top/bottom” (2001:191).  
However, little has been said about lesbian gender, or gender non-conformity, that is not 
butch/femme or transgendered. Within lesbian communities, there is a wide range of various gender 
expressions and identities that are held by female-identified females. Masculine and feminine identities 
and performances cannot be straightforwardly mapped on to the labels of butch and femme. The 
individuals and groups who do not fit neatly into socially-created categories do not form a simple third 
gender, or a new category, as Garber (1992) would like to put forth. The femme lesbian does not fall into 
the same third space as the effeminate straight man or the gay butch transman. As Halberstam (1998a) 
argues, creating a third space serves only to re-establish the other two existing categories of masculine 
male and feminine female, and does not necessarily lend itself for criticisms (though not necessarily 
subversions) of existing ideas of gender. In Singapore, the intricate and subtle differences between butch 
and masculinity, and the lived experience of gender by differently-gendered lesbians serve to complicate 
the understanding of the gender binary. 
Halberstam’s work on female masculinity has separated the idea of butch from femme9, and is 
crucially not arguing against male masculinity, or attempting to subvert gender binaries or heterosexuality 
in the way many feminist and queer projects tend to do (such as West and Zimmerman 1987, Butler 1990, 
Lucal 1999, Hennen 2005). Instead, Halberstam uses female masculinity as a tool with which to examine 
                                                           
9
 While Harris and Crocker’s 1997 anthology focuses on femmes without butches, Halberstam’s work examines 
butches and female masculinity as separable from femmes, while Harris and Crocker do not.  
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masculinity as a whole. By complicating notions of masculinity with sexual orientation and sex (lesbian, 
straight female and male masculinities), Halberstam attempts to produce a more nuanced and well-
rounded picture of masculinity. Halberstam points out that queer female masculinity and femininity are 
considerably different from the identities of butch and femme, and little work has been carried out on the 
former.  
In the same vein, this thesis takes both masculine and feminine identities, in queer Singaporean 
female bodies, and attempts to produce an understanding of the relationship between gender, sexual 
orientation, the individual and the community. Halberstam’s framework on the separation of lesbian 
labels, sexuality and gender is ground-breaking, as at the time there was little else written on female 
masculinity (Heyes 2000, Halberstam 2008); but unfortunately little has been followed up on.  
I do not intend to create a hierarchy of gender, or to suggest that marginalized expressions of 
gender are more valid, necessary or subversive than heteronormative performances. Instead, I aim to 
reveal the complexity of lived gender, and demonstrate how the Singaporean lesbian community is 
carving out a space for itself while continuing to maintain its desired private and invisible status within 
the heterosexual community. 
 
Euro/U.S.-centric literature on female-bodied queer gender 
Research on gender and queer studies is extremely Euro/U.S.-centric. As Wieringa and 
Blackwood suggest, there exists a “dominance of West in lesbian and gay studies” (1999:2), which results 
in a focus only on “cultural problematic of the West” (ibid). Similarly, Jackson criticises Western-based 
studies on Asian gay communities as “motivated more by a concern to legitimate contemporary [Western] 
homosexualities than to inquire into historical or social difference” (2001:10), and notes that “[s]trictly 
speaking, sexuality as conceived in Foucauldian terms has no history in Thailand, remaining discursively 
bound to gender and so conceptually inchoate” (2001:19). However, although there are different notions 
of gay identity, they are “almost always linked with resistance to local heteronormative discourses and 
institutions” (Jackson 2001:20). 
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Additionally, within different societies the use of terminology is highly problematic. As Stivens 
(2010), Jackson (2001) and Sinnott (2004) note, the term “gender” is not easily translated into different 
languages10. As Stivens also notes, “we need to pay careful attention to the ways local productions of 
ideas of gender, especially within cultural, political and feminist contexts, receive, rework and recreate 
highly local versions of ‘gender’.” (2010: 19, emphasis added). While the differences in understanding 
“gender” seem subtle, for something as specific and complex as gender, having even a small difference in 
understanding leads to a significant difference in lived realities.  
In Singaporean English, “gender” is understood to be a polite euphemism for “sex”, and in 
Chinese and Malay, the words for “sex” and “gender” are (at least understood to be) the same 11 . 
Heteronormativity is influential, and the language used to speak and explain gender pre-wires the 
individual to link sex and gender together, or at least have a difficult time separating them. When I 
brought up gender with my respondents, it was clear that they understood it differently from sex 
(respondents were very clear about the ideas of masculine, androgynous and feminine females), but some 
would use the term “male” when describing something “masculine”. For example, Charissa describes 
“male” clothes and mannerisms, while Yvonne talks about behaviour being “male-like”. Helen, a 
masculine-identified lesbian with a university degree, was implicitly uncertain of the difference: “I think 
if a girl likes a more masculine kind of girl, why can’t [she] go for a guy?... I think they’re confused.” 
When I asked Diana (who was in her 30s, well-educated and did not identify with a label) what gender 
meant to her, she replied: “Biologically lor. That’s about it. Gender. I’m a woman.” Natasha, (who 
identified as a butch, had a polytechnic education and slipped in a lot of Chinese words) did not use the 
                                                           
10
 Sinnott, using Jackson (1997), writes: “Thai terminology reflects the absence of rigid conceptual distinctions 
between sex and gender, for both are denoted by the word “pheet.”; Elliston writes that in the Society Islands of 
French Polynesians, there is a “rather substantial variety of categories that allow for the expression of same-sex 
sexuality in the Islands: [including] the Tahitian-language gender categories vahine (“woman”), tane (“man”) and 
māhū (translated as “half-man, half-woman”) (1999: 233) 
11
 The words for “sex” and “gender” are the same in Chinese (性 or性别).  To describe an effeminate man, or a 
masculine woman is “like a woman/man” (很想女/男人)；there are no equivalent words for “masculine” and 
“feminine” that are used in everyday conversation, and there are derogatory names for tomboys or effeminate men 
(男人婆/姑娘);. There is also little differentiation between man/male/masculine and woman/female/feminine – a 
man and male are the same (男人), and masculinity is best described as “essence of man” (男人味). 
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word “gender” at all; when I asked if she would be the same “gender” if she were straight: “Do you think 
that you’d still be the same gender that you are, if you were straight? Would you be this masculine? Or 
would you be more feminine?” She replied in terms of sexual orientation, bypassing gender altogether:  
“If I was born straight, maybe I would have a very normal life. But I don’t know, I haven’t thought 
that. Okay, if I’m born a girl, a straight girl, then maybe my life will be – might change, I might be 
experimental, I might become bisexual. But if I was born a guy, I’m sure that I would be gay!”  
When the discussion turned to the definition of gender with Charissa (in her early 20s with a university 
education) said:  
“This is confusing for me, because my idea of gender is – whether you recognize yourself as male or 
female. Yeah, that’s my idea of gender… so I’m not sure, like say butches, they may identify 
themselves with the male, then that’s their gender.” 
However, as will be demonstrated later, there is a complex understanding of masculinity, 
androgyny and femininity. Respondents were reluctant to categorise themselves as either a lesbian label 
(chapter 3) or sometimes even a gendered adjective (chapter 4). Charissa later states that  
“there are a lot of lesbians who look guyish, but still identify themselves as being female… just 
because you are very masculine doesn’t mean you identify with being male… you can be very 
masculine and yet be very female.”  
 Many respondents expressed that they had not thought about gender and its link to sexuality 
before – Rita reassured me that my questions were “not complicated! It’s just that I’ve never had this kind 
of conversation before!” while Leanne told me that she had never thought through her change in gender 
expression, or the relationship between gender expression and who one would date. Interviews were filled 
with lines such as “I hope I didn’t confuse you!” or “I’ve never thought about this before!” The first half 
of most interviews began with the respondents simply describing labels and their basic opinions towards 
them (often telling me how “little” they knew or understood), but towards the end of the interviews it was 
clear they had complex understandings of not only their own gender identity and performance, but 
towards how the gendered labels were used, and other lesbians’ gender. I argue that this intricate and 
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subconscious interpretation of gender is also what makes its position of social change and challenge 
powerful and personal.  
 
Other contributions 
Gender studies are often conflated with women studies (“gender” is a code word for “women”, as 
Baden and Goetz (1997) and Peletz (2006) suggest), and discussions of gender often refer to men and 
women, rather than to masculinity and femininity. Even Connell’s ground-breaking work (1995) on 
different masculinities and femininities remains about male and female bodies respectively. In the vein of 
Foucauldian thought, queer theory attempts to rectify these problems by destabilising our ideas of 
categories of sex, sexuality and gender. However, much queer theory is heavily literary in nature (Jeffreys 
1994, Ingraham 1996, Seidman 1996, Edwards 1998, Alaimo and Hekman 2008) and focuses on 
psychoanalysis as a tool. This thesis attempts to meld queer theory’s theoretical ideas with the structure-
inclusive empirical aspect of sociology – a step that has been suggested by Epstein (1996), but that has 
still not been evident in work on gender and sexuality.  
Lastly, there has been a lack of information within queer studies on women’s and female bodies, 
which I have discussed in my previous work (Devan 2008). This androcentrism exists also in Singaporean 
and Asian studies on homosexuality. Much more has been written on gay men (in Singapore alone: Leong 
1995, Heng 2001, Lim 2004, Lim 2005a, 2005b), and while a few works have been carried out on Asian 
lesbians (Blackwood 1998, Wieringa 1999, Chao 2000, 2001, Sinnott 2004, Khor and Kamano 2007), 
studies on Singaporean lesbians are almost always written by university students, and deal with sexuality, 
politics and the state, rather than gender.  
 
1.4 Outline 
 I begin my argument by briefly laying out the background of the Singaporean lesbian community. 
I then provide a short background of how the labels “butch” and “femme” are used in North America and 
Western Europe as well as the rest of Southeast Asia, and elaborate on the specific meanings of the 
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various gendered lesbian identity labels within the local community. Chapter 3 suggests that these labels 
are used as the basis of the cultural capital within the community, highlighting the centrality of gender to 
my respondents’ identity, as well as the use of the labels. Chapter 4 then begins to document the personal 
shift away from the labels that my respondents reported, suggesting several data-based reasons as to why 
this change is occurring. The significance of this shift is emphasised by my argument in the previous 
chapter of how important the labels are. Chapter 5 continues from the previous chapter, further 
investigating the movement away from the labels – rather than a rejection of gender, it is a rejection of 
gendered labels, and a changing interpretation of what gender refers to for the individual. Gender identity 
and performance is understood as more complex and dynamic than the labels are capable of describing. 
Chapter 6 builds upon this personal understanding of gender, and argues that it constitutes a subtle but 
political challenge to the heteronormative gender binary of masculine/feminine, as well as the imposed 
categorisation from both heterosexual society (“masculine females” as negative), and the lesbian 
community (“a butch” meaning a specific permutation of gendered characteristics). The conclusion of this 
thesis compares this particular form of challenge with other similar challenges towards what are also seen 
as restrictive gender categories in Western Europe and North America. I suggest that although the terms 
“masculine” and “feminine” are still heavily used, the lesbian community has moved away from 
restrictive rigid ideas of the gender binary. The understanding of what gender is and means to them has 
changed constitutes a negotiation through heteronormative and heterosexual rules, rather than actively 




Chapter 2 – Gendered Lesbian Labels: Butch, Femme and... 
“If you see a lesbian, they either fall into andro, femme or butch. Butch, they look really male, they 
wear really male clothes, they take the effort to hide away all feminine aspects from themselves. The 
androgynous, there’s still curves, there’s still the boobs, there’s still the ass. But they don’t look 
particularly feminine… the femmes just look like normal typical heterosexual girls… [though] they 
are slightly more rebellious and daring in their choice of clothes.” - Charissa, mid-20s 
 
Lesbian labels are certainly not specific to Singapore, and the labels “butch” and “femme” have 
been used in lesbian communities around the world for decades. Even as these communities move away 
from these labels, they are still employed and identified with by many groups of lesbians. This chapter 
briefly introduces the Singaporean lesbian community, and explains the identity labels of butch and 
femme, as well as expands upon the understanding of the term “gender” within the Singaporean context. 
 
2.1 Background to the Singaporean lesbian community 
I have suggested elsewhere (Devan 2008) that there are three main levels within the community – 
the first being the national area (LGBT organisations and support groups); the second the entertainment-
based community (mainly based around clubbing, for the young adult crowd); and the third the most 
intimate, comprising an individual’s own circle of lesbian friends. Most lesbians take part in only the 
latter two levels, as the first usually requires them to come out publicly (which is often not a viable 
option).  
 Like many sociological terms, the concept of “community” does not have a clear, unambiguous 
and generally agreed-upon definition. As Day notes, it is “‘one of the most elusive and vague in sociology 
and is by now largely without specific meaning’” (2006:1). While it is generally agreed upon by both my 
respondents and previous academic literature (such as Low 1995:6) that “the lesbian community is 
organized as cliques”, there is still communication between different cliques, and social capital (such as 
lesbian labels) circulates across cliques. While many of my respondents socialized with other lesbians, 
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they did not consider themselves part of the “community”, and most insisted that there were other 
lesbians who were much better-connected than they were. I suggest that the lesbian community is better 
understood as a social network, described by Day as radiating “outwards from actors, tracing the 
connections of their various social relationships… designed to be more flexible, adaptable, and to require 
less wholehearted commitment, than a fully integrated community” (2006:217). For the purpose of this 
thesis, I broadly define the lesbian “community” to include any lesbian who at least socialises with other 
lesbians on a regular basis. 
 
LGBT and lesbian-specific organisations 
There are no official institutions or societies to represent the lesbian (and LGBT) community, and 
Singapore’s conservative government makes it difficult for such groups to form. This can clearly be seen 
in the struggle of People Like Us (PLU), Singapore’s first and most-recognised LGBT society, to gain 
recognition as an official society (Lo and Huang 2003)12. There are several other informal organisations, 
such as the Pelangi Pride Centre (which rents its space from a gay-friendly café), SAFE Singapore (which 
exists only online), several support/counselling groups, and various online portals. However, none of 
these are officially recognised by the government, in sharp contrast to Singapore’s highly regulated 
society where there are organisations for almost every aspect of life (including race, religion and 
occupation). Lesbian-specific organisations are even fewer, such as Sayoni, a (mostly online) platform to 
empower queer women, and Women’s Nite, a small discussion group. These are small and spread mostly 
through word of mouth – only 3 of my respondents were aware of Sayoni’s existence13, and none were 
aware of Women’s Nite. Even Sayoni’s 2008 survey, with its sampling skewed towards lesbians active in 
the community, indicated that 62.1% of its respondents had little to no involvement in “queer community-
activism”.  
                                                           
12
 Singapore’s yearly pride season “Indignation” also notes on its website: “It is never easy organising gay-related 
events in Singapore… Outdoor events such as parades, a common feature of pride festivals in other countries, are 
virtually impossible.” 
13
 These respondents were also personally involved with Sayoni. 
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Apart from these few groups, most of which do not have a fixed physical location, there are few 
places for lesbians to gather. Popular places for teenagers to “hang out” have included public squares 
outside popular shopping malls where they would congregate after school. Online portals 14  play a 
significant, though not crucial role; though most respondents were aware of the portals, only one had an 
account. The most popular lesbian activity is clubbing, at clubs and bars on designated “lesbian” nights15. 
Most of my respondents took part in clubbing only occasionally (while indicating that they had been more 
active in their younger years), but even then kept mostly within their personal circle of lesbian friends. 
Space is always borrowed, from male gay spaces, straight clubs, public spaces, and the safest physical 
space is often with friends. This makes it difficult for the community to form an identity – lesbians are 
everywhere, yet nowhere.  
As a result, peer groups become crucial for lesbians, as it is often the only way they learn about 
the local community and culture. The community is therefore fairly fragmented according to a variety of 
factors including age, class, language and religion16. The possibility and pressure of disguising sexual 
orientation makes the community’s boundaries even more difficult to draw, and the lesbian identity is 
often not the main focus of their lives – my respondents suggest that being a lesbian is a very private 
affair, known only to their friends and partners.  
 
The (Lack of) History of the Singaporean Lesbian Community 
The Singaporean lesbian community’s cultural and demographic history differs significantly from 
other Southeast and East Asian countries. While Peletz (2006) traces the gay and transgendered 
communities within Southeast Asia back to the fifteenth century, and Wieringa (2009) notes that the 
lesbian communities in Jakarta relied on their cultural history to forge a sense of togetherness, there are 
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 Such as twoqueensparty.me and herstory.ws, the former of which has 4180 registered members as of 09/08/10. 
15
 Male gay clubs may have a weekly “lesbian night”, while organisations like Two Queens Party have “women’s 
parties” at (straight) clubs every few months. 
16
 See Maulod (2006) for an in-depth look at the Singaporean Malay-Muslim lesbian community. Additionally, 
Katherine, in her mid-20s, noted that lesbians less than a decade older or younger than she had different ideas of 
gender and lesbianism.  
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no such historical roots in Singapore to fall back upon. It is a mostly immigrant society with people 
coming from a vast region across South Asia, China and the Malay world. Most immigrants did not come 
to Singapore to settle down; many were men who came to work as labourers and administrative staff, and 
the influx of women came much later17. Only about 14% of the population is Malay (i.e. not immigrants), 
and even then it is accepted that a significant fraction of the Singaporean Malays come from Malaysia and 
Indonesia, rather than the islands of Singapore. The nation and its people are fairly young, and the history 
of the Singaporean lesbian community even younger. This is in contrast, for example, to Thailand, where 
Sinnott (2004) notes the historical complexities of gender and sexuality among both gay men and 
lesbians; or Indonesia, where there is a cultural history of tombois (Blackwood 1998).  
As Singaporean citizens have cultural roots from around Asia, they bring with them cultural and 
religious ideas of gender and sexuality. Maulod (2007) has noted that Malay-Muslim lesbians have their 
own community separate from other ethnicities/religions, and Rachel, a bisexual Malay-Muslim 
respondent, stated that she had had to hide her attraction to women from her family for religious reasons. 
However, much of these cultural influences have been lost over the years, either through cultural erosion 
or deliberate steps taken by the Singapore state18. 
 
The LGBT and lesbian community 
Globally, we can see the invisibility of lesbians in relation to gay men, in terms of active 
communities and in academic literature (Cooper 1992, Dynes and Donaldson 1992), and in Singapore the 
situation is no different. There are clubs specifically directed at a gay male clientele while very few exist 
for lesbians, and there is far more male gay visibility than lesbian visibility in the media; respondents 
knew of local celebrities who are lesbian, but were careful to ask me to keep them anonymous. Natasha 
suggested that my data could be used “for blackmail! Imagine if you got, you managed to get an interview 
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 In 1921 the sex ratio of men to women was 204:100, narrowing to 171:100 in 1931, 122:100 in 1947, 105:100 in 
1970 to 998:100 in 2000 (Singapore Department of Statistics). 
18
 For example, racial homogenization starting in the 1970s and is continuing today, whereby race, language and 
religion are often conflated (Devan 2010).  
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with [name of celebrity]! You can actually blackmail her!” Fridae.com, an online portal, which claims to 
be “Asia’s largest gay and lesbian community” is clearly far more male- than female-dominated19 . 
Singapore’s annual pride “season”, IndigNation, leans heavily towards gay male themes, as did the 
“Nation Parties”20 and the few gay movie festivals21. Even though Heng suggests that the homosexual 
community in Singapore has “an identified purpose of improving the status and welfare of gay people” 
(2001:90), this is arguably true only for gay males. 
 
Common Principles and a “lesbian” culture? 
Most respondents were hesitant to identify themselves as part of “the lesbian community”. As I 
have shown, the lesbian community in Singapore is fragmented (though not divided) and informal. There 
are few common principles to hold the community together, and there is a lack of feminist or woman-
centred ideas, or even common jokes and stereotypes22. This was also noted by Low in 1994, who writes 
that there is “the absence of a unified consciousness” (45), and that lesbians are not interested in political 
movements. Again, the lesbian identity is a highly personal affair for most, and there is little desire for 
visibility or gay rights. Only two of my respondents, both of whom take part in lesbian community 
activities, expressed any interest in “gay issues”; in contrast, Leanne noted that she was unsure of gay 
marriage: “[my straight friends] are fine with lesbians getting married, but I’m not! I just think it’s damn 
weird.” Almost all respondents indicated apathy towards feminism, suggesting that it was simply not an 
issue they cared about. When I asked Marie if she thought there was a link between feminism and 
lesbianism, she suggested that “having a feminist non-lesbian is more common [than feminist activists 
who are lesbian]. Is there a link? Yeah, I think to a certain extent yes, but that doesn’t mean that I stand 
for like, girl power and, like, feminism also.” Teresa said there was “definitely” no link, while Alice was 
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 A search for online members on 16/01/10 found that there were 43 females and 386 males. 
20
 “Nation Parties” were large gay parties held annually from 2001-2004, which has since moved to Thailand due to 
government restrictions.  
21
 Such as the Love and Pride film festivals in 2008 and 2009. 
22
 Such as in American lesbian culture  – for example, the website Stuff Lesbians Like lists entertaining (though 
highly exaggerated) lesbian stereotypes.  
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very clear about her political apathy: “I feel that in Singapore [lesbians] have nothing to fight for, 
everything is quite okay, I feel like we’re not being discriminated against, I feel like in certain situations 
[being a lesbian] is kind of cool… in Singapore  being lesbian is like nothing, nothing. Nobody really 
cares, and it’s totally fine.” This is in sharp contrast to lesbian communities elsewhere, which are closely 
tied to such social movements. 
It is not possible to form gay or gay-friendly neighbourhoods or spaces, and the few lesbian 
groups that exist are mostly for activism or support. There is little to no local lesbian media, and lesbian-
themed music, movies and television shows are obtained only through the internet. Gay themes are 
heavily censored from television and movies, or restricted only to adults23, which means that lesbian 
media has to be obtained either online, or imported personally. 
 
2.2 What are butch and femme? 
 The terms “butch” and “femme” can have significantly different definitions and characteristics. 
Simply put though, butch and femme lesbians refer to types of masculine and feminine lesbians 
respectively, though the exact qualifiers of “masculine” and “feminine” depend upon the community or 
even the person who claims the identity. These labels are more than simple adjectives, involving both 
identities and performed characteristics – a masculine-looking lesbian is not necessarily a butch, and a 
person who might be viewed as a butch may not identify as one.  
 
The U.S. and Western Europe 
 In major U.S. cities in the 1940s and 50s, lesbians had to be either butch or femme in bars (Miller 
2006) – butches wore men’s clothing and passed as men, while femmes played the “female” role. 
Individuals who did not fit into either performance were described as “kiki”, and were clearly not from 
the community, so there was the possibility that they were policewomen undercover (Miller 2006). The 
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 For instance, the lesbian romantic comedy Imagine Me and You (as was Brokeback Mountain) was given an R21 
rating, while the lesbian-themed Oscar-nominated movie The Kids Are All Right was screened in only one cinema.  
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use of labels was seen by most lesbians as necessary, in an era when homosexuality was criminalised 
(Nestle 1992b).  
However, in the 1970s, with the second-wave feminist movement, such identities were seen as 
anti-woman, a mimicry of heterosexuality and an “embarrassing legacy of an oppressive past” (Nestle 
1992b:296), rather than subscribing to the lesbian ideal of androgyny (Blackman and Perry 1990). The 
1980s experienced a resurgence in these identities (a similar resurgence was experienced in Britain (Ardill 
and O’Sullivan 1990)), though in a form significantly different from in the 1950s; Faderman notes that 
many women used these identities “out of a sense of adventure, a historical curiosity” (1992:579).  
In recent decades the categories are seen as a select way of living among a small group of 
lesbians (Nestle 1992a, Munt 1998, Halberstam 1998b). There are a range of views and no fixed 
definition in the West of such labels  (Crawley 2001:176), from the view of Jeffreys (2003) who sees it as 
supporting patriarchy24, to the belief that it is simply role-play (Blackman and Perry 1990, Beffon 1995) 
or “fun” (Creed 2005:114). The U.S.-based lesbian entertainment website AfterEllen.com25 features a 
noticeable number of member-posted discussions regarding gender labels, and entries by the site’s 
bloggers include articles where the author categorises famous lesbians according to gender26, or “The Top 
15 Hot Butches” and “Top 10 Hottest Femmes”27. 
However, there is general agreement from those who identify as butch or femme that the labels 
are much more personal and powerful. As Phelan notes, “[b]utch existence may be performative, but it is 
not simply performance, a set of clothes to put on in the morning and abandon at night” (1998:191). 
Crawley views butch identity as “a reaction to patriarchal norms rather than imitations of them” 
(2001:192), while Halberstam (1998a) views it as less reactive and more of an inherent identity. 
Similarly, Solomon (1998:263) notes that it is not an arbitrary identity, and that there are different types 
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 Faderman (1992) writes of the existence of butch/femme support groups in the U.S. 
25
 As of 05/07/10, it has 200,271 registered members at an increasing rate of about 15,000 a month. 
26
 For example: “you hate wearing dresses... wear makeup every day... pull off androgyny with sexiness and style”. 
27
 Where the “ideal” butch and femme qualities were listed – for example, handiness, hair/fashion and “butch 
attitude” for the former, and personal style and “how she works a skirt” for the latter. 
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of butches28. Importantly, butches are not transgendered - “[t]he butch’s eroticism comes not from her 
looking like a man, but from her not being one – that is, from her transgression” (Solomon 1998:268). 
The femme identity is less debated. Harris and Crocker (1997) describe femme identity as a 
deliberate performance of femininity, distinct from the heterosexual woman’s unconscious internalisation 
of femininity: “[f]emme queerness is a sustained gender identity, a chosen rather than assigned 
femininity” (1997:5); or as Duggan and McHugh suggest, “[r]efusing the fate of Girl-by-Nature, the 
fem(me) is Girl-by-Choice” (in Halberstam 1998b:60).  
Faderman sums up the current situation succinctly: “[b]utch and femme today can mean whatever 
one wants those terms to mean. A woman is a butch or a femme simply because she says she is” 
(1992:594). As Inness and Lloyd (1995) point out, butch and femme are often conscious identities. 
 
East/Southeast Asia 
In East/SoutheastAsia, butch and femme labels are much more widely used than in the West, 
though arguably without the political awareness or reflexivity of the contemporary Western lesbian 
communities. For example, in Singapore the femme’s femininity is not necessarily considered deliberate 
and respondents saw it as almost identical to that of a straight woman, while the butch identity refers to 
something much more specific, and community-defined, unlike Faderman’s above statement. Gender 
expressions and identities are seen as natural, with little hint of irony, camp or political statement.  
Blackwood’s study in Minangkabau, West Sumatra (1998) found that the masculine-identified 
tombois were significantly different from the idea of Western butches as the tombois were “being men 
and wanting to be seen as men” (Blackwood and Wieringa 1999: 24), while Wieringa’s study of Jakartan 
butches found that they are “clearly perceived as transgendered persons” and sometimes “define 
themselves as a third sex, which is nonfemale, at other times they see themelves as women” (Blackwood 
                                                           
28Butch Voices, a U.S.-based grassroots organization, notes the complexity of masculine identity: “We are woman-
identified Butches. We are trans-masculine Studs. We are faggot-identified Aggressives. We are noun Butches, 
adjective Studs and pronoun-shunning Aggressives. We are she, he, hy, ze, zie and hir. We are you, and we are me. 
The point is, we don’t decide who is Butch, Stud or Aggressive. You get to decide for yourself.” 
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and Wieringa 1999: 23/24). Jackson (2001) and Sinnott (2004) note that Thai lesbians have resisted the 
term “lesbian”, and instead have “appropriat[ed] and adapt[ed] the terms tom boy to tom, and lady to dee, 
to reflect the gendering of female same-sex relations” (Jackson 2001:17).  Chao (2000, 2001) studied the 
T-Po labels in Taiwan invented in the 1960s, where T is derived from Tomboy, and Po refers to “wife” in 
Mandarin, while Malu Marin writes in 1996 about Filipino pars and mars (in Sinnott 2004).  
About a quarter of my respondents had visited major cities in the Southeast Asia such as Taipei, 
Bangkok, Hongkong and Manila, and noted these trends. I asked Yvonne if she thought the Singaporean 
situation was unique: “In Thailand, there’s the butch/femme thing… it’s quite crazy!... when I went to the 
Philippines, it seemed pretty clear, it doesn’t have the somewhere-in-between thingy [between butch and 
femme]. It’s something like Thailand. [Singapore is] less rigid than the Philippines.” 
 
2.3 Gendered lesbian labels in Singapore 
The Singaporean lesbian community and the lesbian identity rely on gendered lesbian labels of 
butch, femme and andro. Sayoni’s 2008 survey noted that 10.5% of its respondents identified as butch, 
20.4% as femme, and 18.7% as andro. The remaining numbers were made up of those who identified as 
“no label” (44.6%), and “other” (5.7%). While Sayoni’s numbers indicate that half do not have a label, 
my respondents knew of no other forms of labels in Singapore, and were not only aware of, but could 
fully elaborate on the specificities and connotations of each label, regardless of their own self-
identification. As Rahman writes, “labels are such an essential element of lesbian life and identity in 
Singapore that without them, its lesbian community would be unrecognizable to its members” (2001:56).  
As discussed in chapter 1, “gender” is a complicated word, and is not understood or defined in the same 
way for all of my respondents; as a result, the way they described the gendered lesbian labels were also 
varied. This section of the chapter will draw mostly upon data gathered from my interviews, with some 





 Butches, at the masculine end, are described by my respondents as being the easiest to identify, as 
they deviate most from the feminine norm. They are understood to usually bind their chests, have short 
masculine hairstyles, wear men’s clothes and behave in a masculine manner (including “everyday stuff 
[like] sitting, talking, drinking, walking”, describes Yvonne). They are assumed to often be able to pass as 
men in everyday life, but also be read as lesbian. Natasha, who identified as a butch, responded with 
laughter at the idea she could be identified as a straight woman: “Never in my life... How is that 
possible!?” while Katherine recounted with disbelief: “some weirdo at the cinema asked me whether I 
wanted couple seats today. With a man!”  
There is also the possibility of butches who may appear masculine in terms of dressing, but not 
necessarily in behaviour – Katherine considers herself a “wimpy” butch, for example, while Yvonne 
knows of butches who are “motherly” and  actually very screamy... they have femme traits”. Rita knows 
of self-identified butches who do not appear masculine in terms of dressing or behaviour, but describe 
themselves as butch because of the power they have in relationships:  
“For me right, I always thought butch means binding your breasts. But then as I got older... I have 
friends in their 30s, they dress very feminine... But they describe themselves as butch in the 
relationship. Because... maybe they wear the pants… But you wouldn’t even call them butch if you 
just look at them.”  
Yet others suggest that butches should not display such feminine qualities. As I quoted from 
Marie in an earlier paper (Devan 2008), “I think if you want to dress butch, you at least have to have 
some kind of, like, body language, and some actions, and you can’t be like screaming about [or have] just 
super-girly actions”, while Natasha feels that butches are “supposed to be rough”.  
It is clear that there are different interpretations of the butch label/identity. In 1994, Low writes 
that “[i]n the case of the butch, she sees herself as a man and thus, she adopts male norms” (13); also that 
butches “pretend to be a member of the other sex” (14) – a description that some respondents such as 
Charissa would agree with, while others like Natasha would oppose. Women’s Nite, a support group, held 
a session in May 2009, which raised questions of the butch identity, asking:  
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“Butches are the most visible lesbians – yet possibly most controversial. “Why do they pretend to be 
men?” Some ask. “Why must they conform to the butch-femme stereotype? Can’t they move on 
already?” But what does it mean to be butch? Is it a dress code or an identity?” (my emphasis).  
 
Butches and FTMs29 
Several respondents were unsure of the boundary between butches and female-to-male 
transsexuals (FTMs). For example, Yvonne noted that “if you’re like the butchy butch right, the super 
hardcore kind, you’ve already identified yourself as male”, while Katherine felt that some butches “don’t 
identify with females anymore... they are working towards transgender?... I mean if you’re gonna be so 
male, that means you want to be male lah, so you identify yourself with the male gender30.” 
However, there is acknowledgement that one can be masculine but still identify as female, and 
the gender expression is clearly different from biological sex. As Diana notes, “for all I know, they could 
be very very comfortable with their [female] body, but they truly enjoy the masculine look of it.” Those 
who felt they were clearest about the difference were the respondents who personally subscribed to the 
labels. Wendy, a self-identified femme, describes her butch friends as adopting masculine names and 
passing as men, but not wanting to be men. Natasha, a butch, was the most insistent on the boundaries 
between butches and FTMs, citing an example of the winner of the previous year’s Butch Hunt31 (it is 
interesting to note the way she switches pronouns within her answer): 
“The winner, Alex [name has been changed], he’s a - he’s stirred quite a bit [of] hooha because he 
was a FTM, but he won Butch Hunt, and then a lot of people on the net were not very happy... 
because Alex is actually FTM. And then, she’s in Butch Hunt, she won Butch Hunt, and in what way 
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 The butch/FTM border is also discussed in North America; Dacumos writes: “there is the curious fact of the butch 
vs. trans border war… Seems to me that sometimes the only difference between a butch and an FTM involves 
personal intention, especially when the people who bash us aren’t going to stop because we say: Look, dude! I’m a 
butch lesbian! It’s the transmen you want to be punching in the face!” (2006: 34, emphasis in original) 
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 Such a quote from Katherine again demonstrates the way the term “gender” is used in place of “sex” for many 
respondents.  
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does she look butch?... She shouldn’t have won. To me, I know she looks damn cool and everything, 
but she looks too much like a guy... In no way does she look like a butch lah... She’s too man, she’s 
already – higher level!”  
 
Actives 
 There is also the “active”, which refers to a slightly less masculine butch32 . Katherine and 
Frances, who identified as actives, suggested that butches would bind their chests while actives would 
wear sports bras, and have less masculine hairstyles. The label “active” is most commonly used among 
teenagers, and most of my respondents indicated that they had used it at that age, though the respondents 
above 30 had never used it.  
 
Femmes 
In general, femmes are seen to be almost identical to heterosexual women, apart from their sexual 
orientation, although some respondents suggest that femmes are more daring, edgy, or “garang” (Malay 
for “fierce”) than straight women. While it is unusual for butches to display non-masculine behaviours 
and traits, femmes who carry out masculine behaviours are still considered femmes. They may range from 
the extremely feminine lesbian (variously described as the super-femme or ultra-femme) who Rita 
suggested would have “lipstick, makeup all the time, dressing very feminine, the way she walks, the way 
she behaves”, to the “tomboyish” femme who may prefer wearing jeans and a t-shirt, but they are not 
divided according to their “level” of femininity. There are no specific labels to separate less or more 
feminine femmes. Charissa attempted to explain what makes her girlfriend a femme:  
“It’s like she doesn’t have flowers all over her shirt, or she doesn’t like, always wear tight jeans 
all the time. She likes to wear t-shirts and shorts and very loose-fitting clothes. But it’s all the, it’s in the 
small things, like the type of slippers she chooses, or like, how she wears her hair, and how she takes 
effort in picking out the appropriate bra for the appropriate dress, that sort of thing.”However, femmes 
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 The word “active” may also be used to describe the romantically or sexually aggressive half of a couple. 
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could be categorized by who they were attracted to. Natasha, Katherine and Frances, who subscribed to 
the labels, were the only respondents who did this. Femmes who are attracted to other femmes were 
described as “pure lesbians” (PLs), while femmes attracted to butches were either simply “femmes” or 
occasionally “passives”33.  
There is however, a clear differentiation between a femme and a “straight girl”34. The latter refers 
to (feminine) women who are currently in a relationship with a (usually masculine) lesbian. It is not 
necessarily a fling, as there is the possibility of the relationship continuing for a long period of time, but 
these “straight girls” do not consider themselves lesbians. Katherine noted that most of her past girlfriends 
have been “straight girls”: 
“they’re straight girls, I convert them for a while, and then after that they go back in [to straight 
relationships]... and they never have another girly – feminine sexual encounter ever again… And if 
someone asks them, so are you straight? They usually go like, yeah. I’m just the exception… they 




In the early to mid 2000s, the term “andro”35, short for “androgynous”, gained popularity36. The 
emergence of this term was meant to apply to a group of lesbians who did not fit in with the labels of 
butch and femme, but most now see it as a specific identity that Leanne describes as “in between, but 
slightly on the masculine side”. Gwen, who is in her early 40s and has been in the lesbian community for 
about fifteen years, feels that “andro is quite a breakaway from the traditional sort of label of lesbians”, 
while teenage lesbians like Frances have grown up with it.  
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 Like “active”, “passive” can refer to romantic/sexual submission. 
34
 A term that was also noted by Low in 1994, with a similar description. 
35
 The term “andro” has also gained popularity in Jakarta (personal conversation with Wieringa, 2009). 
36
 Sayoni’s research in 2006 showed that 7% of their sample identified as andro, 10% in 2008 and 22.5% in 2010. 
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The difference between andros and more masculine femmes is an important one – andros are 
viewed as masculine-identified despite their feminine traits, while less feminine femmes are feminine-
identified despite their masculine traits. Andros are often understood to have been butches or actives in 
their younger years, but have feminised themselves as they reached adulthood. As Charissa notes, “as you 
grow older, and [become] more confident in your gender and your sexuality, you feel that there’s no need 
to look like a man”, while Katherine states that “most of us [masculine lesbians] usually get more 
feminine, the older we go, instead of more masculine... Because we succumb to societal [pressure]… [at 
work] I see myself as an active pretending to be an [andro]”. The line between andros and butches is also 
distinct for most respondents – the former might wear tighter clothes and be more “smartly dressed”, 
while the latter would be more “sloppy”.  
However, my respondents acknowledge that the boundaries of these three categories are unclear, 
and that while the quintessential butch, femme and andro are significantly different from each other, there 
are grey areas between them.  
 
Romantic pairings and gender roles 
 My respondents indicated romantic pairings within the lesbian community are usually 
masculine/feminine in nature. With the emergence of the category of andro, these seemingly 
heteronormative pairings have been slightly complicated, with andro/femme pairings becoming 
increasingly common. Estimates for masculine/feminine pairings range from 75% to 95% of respondents’ 
social circles (andro/femme couples are considered masculine/feminine). However, gender roles and 
dynamics in relationships are far less rigid than they were a decade ago, prior to the introduction of the 
label “andro”.  
My respondents noted that feminine/feminine pairings are becoming increasingly common and 
accepted within the community, although they are not as prevalent as masculine/feminine pairings; they 
are also often invisible because of their femininity, as they can be mistaken for heterosexual friends. At 
the other end of the spectrum exists the masculine/masculine pairing, which may include andro/andro. 
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These relationships were described as “strange”, occasionally disturbing, and unusual; only Dora had 
been in a butch/butch relationship, while Olivia is currently in an andro/andro relationship. This pairing, 
termed “pure butch” by some respondents, may be tolerated, but is not always understood or accepted.37 
Rita described butch/butch relationships as “funny... in an amusing way, because I’ve seen them kiss, like 
I was like [gasps], it’s just really strange... you just wonder who will be the – masculine one, in the 
relationship?” Katherine compared the pure butch relationships to how gay male relationships are treated 
in straight society:  
“Gays in Singapore... people just treat them with more disgust lah [than towards lesbians]... they 
attribute it to the fact that when a guy becomes gay, he lowers his power in society, right, that’s why 
it’s not the same as lesbians. And perhaps it’s the same with two butches... they’re both lowering their 
status”.  
She was also very clear that she would never be in such a relationship: 
“let’s say if I go to a costume party. And there’s this really hot girl in a hamburger suit, and I can only 
see her face and her hands and her legs and she’s wearing slippers. And I’m like whoa, she’s hot in 
her hamburger suit! So I go and talk to her, and she’s like heyy. And she’s like, so are you a butch? 
And I’m like [an active] blah blah. And she tells me, oh I’m a butch. And like oh, I’m going to throw 
up now… if she identified as butch, I’m not going to date her.” 
Diana, who came out in her early 30s a few years earlier and did not grow up with labels, noted that she 
does not have an issue with such a gender pairing: “You can have two very good-looking butches... then 
I’ll be like, what a waste, they’re both attached to each other! [laughs] But, I don’t find it weird or 
strange, or uncomfortable. It really doesn’t matter.”  
The gendered lesbian labels of butch, andro and femme are therefore not simply shorthand for 
masculine or feminine lesbians they refer to specific identities that define the individual as a whole. 
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 Even in the U.S., while there is much more butch/butch acceptance, it can still be seen as unusual. For example, a 
Los Angeles-based lesbian blog author (who focuses on butch/femme dynamics) wrote light-heartedly of a 
confusing experience she had at a butch/butch club in San Diego, where she describes the norm in LA as “Butches 
with femmes. Tombois with femmes and femmes with femmes”. 
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Importantly, respondents also noted that identities generally did not change for an individual over time – 
if one was masculine as a child, one would likely identify or be identified as a masculine label.  
So far, we have seen how the labels butch, active, femme and andro are used and understood 
within the Singaporean lesbian community. Having demonstrated the specificity of the labels, the next 





Chapter 3 – Labels as Cultural Capital 
“Whether as the singular categories butch and femme, or as the ‘co-dependent’ entity butch/femme, 
these lesbian genders have facilitated lesbian sex, lesbian desire, for decades. Butch/femme has 
become a form of self-representation for lesbians” (Munt 1998:4) 
 
 In this chapter, I argue that gendered identity labels form the basis of the cultural capital of the 
Singaporean lesbian community. Gender is not merely a polite synonym for “sex” for this community, 
and while the understanding of gender does not necessarily entail the same level of self-reflexivity that 
can be found in many American queer communities, gender is an important aspect of their identity and 
their relationships with other lesbians. Gender, being the primary way in that lesbians in Singapore 
describe and categorise themselves, is therefore intertwined with sexual orientation.  
 
3.1 Labels as cultural capital 
While most of my respondents stated that they did not, or no longer subscribe to the labels, 
almost all were aware of their existence, and expressed disbelief that a Singaporean lesbian would not 
know about them. Only Teresa, who had come out only a few months prior to the interview and had 
almost no lesbian friends, indicated little understanding. Many suggested examples before I asked, and 
were comfortable in explaining to me the specificities of each label. Leanne offered “butches, actives, 
passives”, while Rita volunteered “the butches, the femmes, and now there’s the new term called andro”. 
None brought up any forms of categorisation that were not dependent upon gender. As Rahman argued in 
2001, when online chatrooms first gained popularity, “[l]abels have become so entrenched in the 
Singaporean lesbian IRC community that... [r]arely are they asked if they label... usually the question is 
‘What’s your label?’” (60, emphasis in original).  
The labels are often the first lesbian-related knowledge lesbians obtain. Katherine recalled the 
first time she heard about the categories aged at 14:  
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“I first heard about these three categories [butch, active, passive] in secondary school. And they were 
like, ‘you’re active right, then you’re a passive’, and then I asked my friend, ‘what the hell is that?’ 
Then she said, ‘I don’t know’, and I said, ‘is it about smoking? Active smoking or passive smoking?’ 
She said, ‘I don’t know!’ Yeah, I didn’t know what they were talking about!”  
As shown in chapter 2, the labels are also complex, and difficult to understand for someone 
outside of the community. All respondents (with the exception of Teresa) could discuss in detail the 
meanings behind the labels – for example, the different ways that andros and butches are treated in 
lesbian and straight society, or the differences between an andro and a femme tomboy. Katherine notes 
that the difference between butches and actives was not well-known outside of the community:  
“Most butches in Singapore are actually actives, not butches, but we just call ourselves butches 
because it makes life easier for everybody. I’m not a butch what. But if someone asked me ‘oh, are you 
are a butch?’ I’ll just say yes, because it’s so much easier than to explain…‘oh I wear a sports bra, that’s 
why I’m not a butch’.”  These labels are used only within the respondents’ group of lesbian friends, and 
describe only lesbians. All were firm that the gendered labels would never be applied to a straight woman. 
An unfeminine-appearing straight woman would be described as “androgynous” or “masculine” instead 
of “andro” or “butch”. A feminine-appearing straight woman might be described as “feminine”, but never 
“femme”.. Diana notes that she would use “butch” to describe a masculine-looking gay woman “because 
it’s so used, by everybody. But in the straight community, I’ll go like, masculine-looking.”  
The labels are still used in the community – for example, signing up for a profile on some local 
lesbian online portals offers a drop-down menu of identity labels (including an option for “no label”), and 
the annual lesbian pageants are categorised according to gender – the biannual Butch Hunt and Femme 
Quest (which, according to my respondents, cater to the younger crowd), and the annual “So You Think 
You’re Andro” competitions (for the older, working-age crowd). Charissa suggests that “as long as [other 
lesbians] recognize you as a lesbian, they will inevitably slap these labels on you. But whether you’re 
encouraged, or asked to become this label, I don’t think so.” 
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As demonstrated in chapter 2, the Singaporean lesbian community is a fragmented and informal 
community that is content to retain its invisible status. I argue that gendered identity labels are arguably 
the best way to maintain some form of community boundaries, and to create a sense of imagined 
community identity through shared knowledge. I suggest that the community was not created for rights or 
visibility; rather, it is a collection of individuals who share a moderate sense of similarity in identity and 
knowledge, as opposed to the Singaporean gay community which Heng (2001) suggests has a more 
concrete purposive identity.  
 
3.2 Why labels? 
“You know the funny thing in U.S.? They don’t… label themselves... They just know – ‘hey, I like 
you, do you want to do something?’ They don’t see the need to box themselves up, and brand 
themselves like cows… It doesn’t matter if you’re gay, you’re gay. I don’t want to know what kind of 
gay you are, I don’t need to know. But [in Singapore], I feel for here, everything needs to be labelled. 
If not, they wouldn’t know what to do, they wouldn’t know what to think.” – Rita, mid-20s 
 
While notions of labelling are often about an imbalance of power (Goode 1996, Rubington and 
Weinberg 2003, Moncrieffe and Eyben 2007) – the strong labelling the weak – the idea of labelling 
oneself, and categorising one’s own community can be powerful. It is not simply the internalisation of a 
set of imposed labels, it is the act of claiming an identity for oneself where others refuse to acknowledge 
one.  For instance, while female masculinity is not demonized in straight Singaporean society, it is not 
celebrated. The Singaporean lesbian community’s acceptance of butches, actives and andros allows a 
space for the marginalized. Klapp writes that social types make “for finer discrimination of roles than the 
formal structure recognizes” (1958:674), and Adrienne Rich notes the importance of claiming an identity, 
writing “[f]or us [lesbians], the process of naming and defining is not an intellectual game, but a grasping 
of our experience and a key to action” (in Guess 1995:19). Within this marginalised and invisible 
community, the informal networks of peer associations, and specifically the knowledge of identity labels, 
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help to define inclusion and exclusion; as Cahill writes, “verbal labelling has a profound influence on 
individuals’ definition of self” (1986:295). Bruhn notes also that minority communities often need to keep 
a lower profile, where “they can avoid the limitations of social exclusion” (2005:145), and identity labels 
create a sense of community without the threat of visibility. As mentioned in chapter 1, the use of labels is 
a way my respondents verbally explain and speak about their identities. 
This argument is reinforced by the fact that it is the more heteronormatively problematic 
identities that are given more specific labels by my respondents. Because female masculine performances 
and identities are not managed positively within heterosexual society, masculine-identified/–appearing 
individuals are more conscious and deliberate about their masculinity than feminine-identified/-appearing 
individuals (this is further discussed in chapter 6). The smaller or more marginalized a group of people 
are within a community, the more the members of that group want to ensure that their self-identified label 
fits them precisely.38 As Halberstam noted about the San Francisco/New York drag king community in 
2006, “precisely because the pie that one is dividing up is so small, there are very severe conflicts… 
because there’s so very little out there”.  
Some respondents also suggest that when they were younger, the system of gendered identity 
labels provided a structure for both their identities, as well as their place in the community. Similarly, 
Rahman wrote in 2001 that “[a]s an issue that is intimately tied to identity, in a community based largely 
on shared identity, the labels provide behavioural guidelines for the expression of these identities” (56). 
Klapp suggests another reason for social typing: “to help place individuals within the social system” 
(1958:674). Such classification is necessary, as Talbot argues: “our understanding of who a particular 
person is, is built up from the accumulation of such classificatory detail” (2003:470/471). 
Adult lesbians therefore see the labels not as arbitrary classifications, but an integral part of the 
lesbian identity and community. Such knowledge is available to all lesbians, regardless of age, unlike 
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 This can also be seen in the proliferation of queer labels in the past decade that can be found on the internet 
(tumblr accounts, social networking sites etc) – e.g. demisexual, aromantic, bigender, genderqueer and so on. 
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knowledge of lesbian events or spaces which is limited to those old enough to attend clubs, or those with 
a wide-enough social network.  
Additionally, who determines whether someone really is a lesbian, or who is in the lesbian 
community? Detailed knowledge of these labels means that one has had some contact with someone else 
in the community and is therefore probably a lesbian as well, or at the very least lesbian-friendly. The 
changing nature of gendered labels serves to further include and exclude – whether one is up to date with 
how the labels are used indicates how much contact an individual has had with other lesbians.  
Additionally, I suggest that labels and categorisations (regardless of whether they are gendered) 
are important in Singaporean (and Asian) culture as a whole. One usually addresses familiar strangers 
upon a variety of characteristics, including age, sex category39 and race40. Even within families, relatives 
are often called by their rank rather than their names41. Many of the masculine-appearing respondents 
noted they were often mistaken for boys, and addressed as “xiaodi” (Mandarin for “little boy”), or simply 
“ah-boy”.  
 
3.3 Why gender? 
Why is gender, rather than any other marker, the primary form of categorization? My respondents 
described gender descriptions as the easiest way for the community to categorise lesbians; when 
describing a lesbian, they agreed that gender would be the first characteristic they would pick up on. As 
Strong writes,  
“[s]ocial types stand for what the members who live in these various social worlds believe to be 
critical and important and refer to what they approve or reject... they constitute telescoped collective 
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 West and Zimmerman (1987) clearly differentiate sex – the physical characteristics of a body; and sex categories 
– how one’s sex (which is generally hidden under clothes) is read by an audience. 
40
 E.g. a young female could be called “xiaomei” (Mandarin for “little girl”), or “adik” (Malay for “child”), while a 
person slightly older than the addresser could be called “ana/aka” (Tamil for “older brother/sister”) or “ah-cheh/a-
kor” (Mandarin for the same). 
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norms and aspirations [and] become controlling forces, animating and initiating action” 
(1943:564/565) 
while Cohen notes, “our basic concepts and categories are closely linked to our experiences as living and 
functioning human beings in an environment” (2000:21). There is a wide range of gender identities and 
performances, and gender appearance is the most obvious differentiating factor. It was agreed by all 
respondents that the percentage of masculine women in the gay community was much higher than for 
straight women, with most respondents suggesting that about half of the lesbians in Singapore were 
masculine/andro.  
 When pressed, none of the respondents could think of any labelling systems used within the 
community that were not based on gender. Respondents acknowledged non-gendered differences among 
lesbians – for example, lesbians involved in the clubbing scene, in activism and so on. However, none of 
these were significant enough to form identity labels.  
 In particular, Katherine, who identified herself as an active, felt that gendered labels are 
“important and functional”. She suggested that lesbians have female bodies, and that some form of 
difference must be created, “because technically when you’re in bed together, you have no clothes on, 
technically you’re just two girls being naked in bed together. And somehow there’s just a system that 
works. It’s a system of who should do what, even without clothes.” Natasha, the only respondent who 
identified as a butch, and a “proud butch” at that, felt that her particular butch brand of masculinity was 
extremely important, referring to her other butch friends as “brothers”. Both Katherine and Natasha also 
avoided the word “girl” to describe themselves, though it is important again to note that they do not 
identify themselves as transgendered.  
 Gender is also important within relationships. Most respondents brought up the idea of knowing 
what “type” of lesbian they were attracted to, and this was always dependent upon some form of gender – 
for example, stating that they were only attracted to femmes, or would only go out with lesbians more 
feminine/masculine than they perceived themselves to be. Marie was clear about this; when asked how 
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she would identify, she replied “what I would say is that I like girly girls, like femmes… I guess to 
identify your preference you have to identify your label, so people will know.”   
Lastly, some respondents point out the close link between gender and sexual identity. Gwen 
suggests that if one is a lesbian, “you’re not controlled by what the society tells you, to be a girl, to have a 
man, or something like that”. An individual outside of the compulsive heterosexuality of society, as she 
suggests, does not have to follow the heterosexual gender norms.  Yvonne noted that she had a difficult 
time convincing her family she was gay: “When I came out to [my] family, they couldn’t accept it 
because I obviously don’t look butch... but if someone [is] butchy, “oh, that person’s a lesbian”, they 
totally accept it, it’s a lot easier.” Frances was also aware of the link between her masculinity and sexual 
identity. When I interviewed her, she was 19 and going through a deliberate period of feminisation in an 
effort to turn straight, while previously identifying as an active. She noted that she had started wearing 
dresses, what she described as “normal bras”, and was growing her hair. It is butch/masculine lesbians 
who are most recognisable as lesbian, simply by virtue of their non-conformance to the gendered display 
they are expected to portray as females.  
Diana, who came out in her early 30s a few years ago, suggests that straight women do not have 
similar gender categories. She remembered the first time she went to a women’s party and saw masculine-
looking women:  
“I was like, I asked my friends, ‘I thought this was a women’s party, [are they] all women?’ I’m like, 
really? And I’m all looking, and this is at [a club] yeah, and they’re all so small! Are they underaged? 
Some of them look like they’re 14, 16! [My friend says] ‘Well, they’re women!’ [I say] ‘No, I don’t 
believe you!’ I really didn’t believe them! [laughs]” 
This chapter has demonstrated the importance of the gendered lesbian labels, explaining both why 
the categorization based upon gender, as well as why the community’s cultural capital relies on identity 
labels. However, despite the labels’ position as the basis of cultural capital, the next chapter will examine 
the shift away from the labels.  
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Chapter 4 – Moving Away from Gendered Labels 
“These labels and assumptions don’t quite apply anymore. There are girls who look like girls who 
look like girls. There are girls who look like boys who fall for girls who look like boys. There are 
girls who look like boys who like girls who turn into boys. There are girls who look like boys who 
like girls who look like girls. Confused enough yet?” – taken from an article on TwoQueens.me, a 
Singaporean lesbian website 
 
 There has been a clear shift away from the gendered identity labels in the past few years. While 
many respondents stated that they had used them as teenagers, most were clear that labels no longer made 
sense for their own gender identity. Importantly, it is not that gender no longer makes sense; the problem 
is with the identity labels that are used to verbalise their gender. This chapter highlights several reasons 
for this change.  
 
4.1 The shift away from gendered lesbian labels 
 While a similar shift away from gendered lesbian labels in the U.S. and Western Europe occurred 
in the 1970s (Faderman 1992), this shift has occurred in Asia only in the past few years. Crawley suggests 
that “butch and fem seem to emerge largely during times of abeyance in women’s movements” 
(2001:1989), which seems to match the Asian situation. However, as Spivak discussed in 1988 in her 
ground-breaking article “Can the Subaltern Speak?”, British (and Western) ideas of patriarchy and 
feminism do not necessarily fit neatly onto Asian societies. There has been a superficially similar trend 
away from lesbian gendered labels, but the reasons behind the movement are different. 
 Research dating back to 2001 demonstrates that there is an increasing number of lesbians in 
Singapore who do not subscribe to these identity labels (Rahman 2001), but I argue that this is not 
primarily related to feminism. As Wilchins notes, the historical contexts and social movements in which 
gay communities and identities are formed are crucial (2002:55). The feminist movements that influenced 
the Western lesbian view of gender, and the specificities of the political and social structure of that time 
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did not happen in the same time period, if at all, in Asia. In Western-centric literature and rhetoric, 
lesbianism and feminism are intricately linked, and there is a strong culture of political action by 
citizens42. In much of Asia, and Singapore in particular, feminism often focuses on civil rights of women, 
and deliberately moves away from issues of lesbianism43. The term “lesbian feminist” does not resonate 
with the majority of lesbians, and this is compounded by the general political apathy of most 
Singaporeans. 
Only about half of Sayoni’s respondents, and six of out my twenty respondents identified with 
any labels. Most of my respondents were clear that they did not want to be associated with any form of 
lesbian gendered labels, though it should be noted that all the respondents who came out in their teens had 
identified with a label when younger. There has been a shift away from claiming the identity labels as 
nouns – e.g. claiming that “I am a butch”, and instead using the terms more as gendered adjectives – e.g. 
“I am butch/masculine”. The following sections suggests several reasons for the Singaporean lesbian 
community’s movement away.  
 
1. Labels are not sufficient to describe their identity 
 The main reason for this change, suggested by my respondents, was that the labels no longer 
made sense to them personally, because they felt that their gender identity was not as rigid as the labels 
suggested. For example, Charissa described herself as between andro and butch, Marie preferred to be 
identified as someone who likes femmes, while Rita stated that “I cannot subscribe to [the labels] because 
I really cannot label myself.” She noted that she was not butch or femme, so “by default” she would be 
classified by others as an andro, but she did not see herself as one. Gender is less the primary identity of 
the individual, and more simply a quality of the self. 
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 Gamson (1995) writes of the strong link between politics and the queer movement in the U.S.  
43As demonstrated by the AWARE (Association of Women for Action and Research, Singapore’s leading women’s 
organisation) saga in Singapore in 2009, where the association’s administration was careful to ensure that they did 
not appear homophobic, but was also careful to separate themselves from lesbian issues. 
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As noted in chapter 2, my respondents describe “a butch” as referring to a specific permutation of 
a masculine-looking and -identified lesbian who performs a certain level of masculinity in certain aspects 
of her life. As a result, not all masculine-looking lesbians are butch. Gender is then used as a description, 
rather than an identity. Diana notes:  
“[some femme girls] tend to go around in nondescript clothes like jeans, shirt, things like that. They 
don’t really put on full wayang makeup44, wear the heels, wear the bag, totter around like tai-tais45… 
you just heard me describe, I didn’t use just one [label], because I couldn’t think of one that fit. So I 
had to use so many adjectives!”  
while Yvonne suggests that: 
“I think that we see, like appearances, yeah. In appearances there’s definitely the butch and femme, 
usually. Or the andro and femme. And sometimes you get femme and femme, and stuff like that. But 
I guess when you usually talk to the people, it turns out, a lot of it turns out different. Like, the butch-
looking ones, the masculine one, will display many many female traits?... I guess like yeah, the butch 
and femme thing is purely appearances I guess. Like some of us just like to wear pants, and some of 
us don’t.”  
As Becker writes, “[p]osession of one deviant trait may have a generalized symbolic value, so 
that people automatically assume that its bearer possess other undesirable traits allegedly associated with 
it” (1996:159). Although Becker discusses this with reference to deviance within labelling theory, the 
deviance aspect can be removed, and in the Singaporean lesbian case, one’s key trait may be gendered 
appearance, which then dictates which gender label one is assumed to adopt. However, one’s master 
status traits do not have to match the auxiliary ones (Hughes 1945). A masculine appearance does not 
have to be related to a butch identity. 
 Not only is gender now more varied than previously understood, the very process of 
categorisation ensures the propagation of more categories. As Halberstam writes, “[w]hat we recognize as 
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 Heavy theatrical makeup. 
45
 Rich women who do not work, spending significant amounts of time shopping. 
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female masculinity is actually a multiplicity of masculinities, indeed a proliferation of masculinities, and 
the more we identify the various forms of female masculinity, the more they multiply” (1998a:46). 
Similarly, Nestle (2002) and Wilchins (2002) write that under the umbrella of “transgendered” there is a 
wide variety of identities, and new categories are often created to identify something specific. When new 
categories such as “andro” emerge, and existing labels of “butch” refer within the community to 
increasingly specific identities, people find themselves no longer represented in the more precise labels.  
This movement away from lesbian gendered identities can be compared to Savin-Williams’ study 
of queer American youth who are moving away from sexual identity labels. He writes that 
“[s]ome find their sexuality to be more fluid than that permitted by constructed models of sexual 
identity. Some have notions of what a gay person looks like, acts like, and believes – and it’s not 
them [...] the labels seem irrelevant and uncharacteristic [...] or because the label is simply felt to be 
inaccurate” (2003:77/78).  
Additionally, he traces the proliferation of available sexual identities: “[s]exual diversity is becoming 
normalized, and the gay-straight divide is becoming blurred” (2003:85). Similarly, there is the 
development and acceptance of different gender identities in the lesbian community that do not fit the 
simple masculine-feminine divide.  
  
2. Labels and age 
 All respondents agreed that age played a part. Yvonne discusses the “butch phenomenon” in 
secondary school (ages 12-16), and many respondents stated that they felt they had to be more masculine 
when they were younger as there was no other example for them to follow – if they were not feminine 
enough to be femmes, they had to be butches or actives. Rita, for instance, states that she used to identify 
as an active, “but not because I identified myself, people categorised me… when I was in secondary 
school, they used to call me an active… Now I’m just like, that’s me”. Natasha and Wendy note that they 
learned about “pure lesbians” (feminine lesbians who dated other feminine lesbians) when they left 
secondary school; Natasha states:  
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“I got exposed to another group called the PLs, when I was 17, 18… the PL group actually consists of 
people who are much more mature, they’re not like the kids you know, those girls school kids or 
whatever. But it’s more mature ladies… I was quite lost! How come got two girls who are actually 
kissing?”  
Rita also explained why she subscribed to labels when she was a teenager:  
“I think when you’re younger, you’re just – because I, I think at that point of time when I subscribed 
to the active terminology was because I didn’t have any friends, I was new to this “oh my god, I like 
women! I’m gay!” [thing] so I just went along. But after that, I – started to have different friends with 
different you know, thought processes. And I realized that hey, I don’t need to be labelled this way, I 
don’t need to live up to this label, I don’t need to be what this dictates me to be.”  
Many of my respondents who had identified as actives in their teenage years told me that they 
had exaggerated their masculinity in order to fit the label. I asked Rita, who identified as an active as a 
teenager, if she had tried dressing to fit the label of “active”:  
“Yeah, yeah yeah. I’ve changed… I used to wear like, really really baggy clothes, because I thought 
that was the way it was to dress… following the trend, seeing your friends, the butch, the active, okay 
that’s how they dress. Yeah okay, I’m gonna get baggy jeans, I’m gonna get baggy shirts. Then after 
that [as an adult] I realized actually it doesn’t look flattering… why was that change? I think it was 
more self-awareness.”  
while Gwen noted:  
“I’m not sure whether it’s putting on or what [but] it does happen… I think it’s not that they are 
conscious about it. I think it’s because of our heterosexual society, you know, in the heterosexual 
society the person has to, if the guy has to be that way, and behave in that way you see. So that the 
lezzie who thinks I’m taking the guy’s role, I have to be that way, right?... I think deep inside the 
person may want to dress normally!... People change. Throughout the years, I think when I was 
younger, I was more butch. I think I tended to want… to be a man, you know? Yeah. But I think as 
the years go by, I’m quite comfortable being woman.”  
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It appears, as Lacan notes, that the existence of names and labels confers, rather than reflects identities 
(Halberstam 1998a). Within this framework, the signifier (labels) becomes more important than the 
signified (in this case, identity), and the latter tries to mould itself into the former.  
 As these particular respondents reached adulthood, they felt they no longer needed to identify 
themselves with a label, suggesting that with age came confidence and self-assurance, and that it was safe 
to lower their hyper-masculine act. They also met other types of lesbians who would not fit into, or 
identify with these labels – for example, divorced lesbians with children, or lesbians who came out later 
in life.  
However, individuals who identify themselves as butch or actives (such as Natasha and 
Katherine), feel that the label fits them rather than the other way around, similar to Halberstam’s personal 
experience in the U.S.: “It was not until my midtwenties that I finally found a word for my particular 
gender configuration: butch” (1998a:19). For this group, they felt their masculinity was never 
exaggerated, and that labels helped to identify themselves. 
This movement away from labels during adulthood is changing slightly as the label “andro” gains 
popularity among the current teenage lesbians. 
 
3. Gender identities as personal and individual 
All of my respondents stressed that their relationship to labels – whether they identified with 
them, or no longer subscribed to them – was deeply personal, and not related to any larger movements. 
While this does not mean that it is apolitical, none of my respondents suggested that the use of labels was 
“un-feminist”, or politically problematic. When I attempted to bring the issue up, all indicated that 
feminism, or any social/political movement simply did not feature in this shift46. Rita, who had spent half 
a year in the U.S., responded to the question of whether feminism and the lesbian labels were linked:  
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“I really don’t know. I really don’t know unless [a feminist movement] happens. I can’t say for sure. 
Because in U.S., it’s already a different culture, different background, different upbringing, that’s 
why they reacted this way to the feminist movement. But in Asia, in Singapore, if it happened, it 
might not even make a difference because people might not even care. People might not even know 
what it’s about.”  
Unlike the shift away in the U.S. and Western Europe in the 80s, which was encouraged by 
feminism and where the break was relatively clean and homogenous, the trend has been gradual in 
Singapore. The opinions of most of my respondents towards the labels was explicitly personal. For 
instance, Leanne slipped in phrases like “for me”, “I feel” and “personally” every few sentences. 
Katherine is very specific about being an active, while Natasha is a self-identified “proud” butch. The 
majority of my respondents who are shifting away from the labels move away from the labels because 
they feel they are insufficient to describe them. and their identities. Additionally, none of the respondents 
expressed discomfort that other people (including other lesbians) would continue to label them; Rita and 
Leanne were clear about the fact that they did not mind being labelled by others, even if they did not 
subscribe to the labels personally. Helen, who said her friends and even strangers identified her as a 
butch, was unconcerned with how other people saw her. When I asked what she would call herself, she 
answered:  
“I have no idea, I really don’t know. People tell me “oh, I think you’re a butch”, then I’m like “oh, 
okay”… I don’t care how I fit in, I can’t be bothered already [about how people see me]… I’m quite 
used to [people labeling me]. I just accept it, I just smile and walk away. I have kids come up, 
because I work part-time outside, I have kids come up, then “are you a bang [butch]?” You know, just 
secondary school kids. I was like, “hurhur… you want water?” 
There was no negativity towards lesbians who continued to use the labels, even from those who 
linked it to the lower class, perhaps because most admitted that they had used the labels on themselves 
when they were younger. Leanne, who suggested that the labels tended to be used by the working classes, 
was very firm that she didn’t look down on the those who continued to use them: “I’m not! It’s just that I 
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don’t see a point in it.” Rahman describes some negativity towards butch/femme relationships on online 
forums, where some suggest they “conform to or imitate the heterosexual model and are thus 
inappropriate for lesbians” (2001:59). However, a decade later, none of my respondents criticised the 
apparent heteronormativity of the masculine/feminine relationships. Although many of them felt that it 
was a mimicry of straight couples (though not in a negative way), no respondents suggested that the 
community or other lesbians should stop using the labels.  
However, although the respondents felt that they personally outgrew the labels, the trend is 
clearly taking place within the community as a whole. Respondents in their mid-20s did not have the 
option of andro when they were teenagers, while the younger respondents have grown up with it. Previous 
academic work on the community stretching back to the mid-1990s (Low 1994) indicates that the 
butch/femme categories and other labels were basic to being part of the community, but Sayoni’s most 
recent survey demonstrates  that nearly half of its respondents do not identify as a label. Gender identity 
and expression, as understood by the individual, is increasingly seen as more intricate than a binary of 
masculine/feminine or butch/femme, or even a continuum. 
 
4.2 Deliberate dissociation from the idea of identity labels 
 There was the implication that many respondents did not want to be associated with the idea of 
identity labels. They refused to be categorised by gender or sometimes even sexuality, giving themselves 
identities like  “not straight” or “tomboy” and using the labels “butch” or “andro” only as adjectives. 
Several, such as Rita, tried to avoid the terms “masculine” and “feminine” altogether; when I asked Gwen 
further about her masculinity in her teens, she quickly corrected me: “tomboyish lah, tomboyish.” It was 
important for many to indicate to me that they did not currently identify themselves with any label, even 
if they had done so in the past. For example, when I asked Leanne at the start of the interview if she knew 
of any labels, she responded quickly and firmly: “Yes, but I don’t believe in any of them”.  
 This dissociation could be related to the fact that only the younger lesbians used them, and that as 
adults they had “outgrown” them. While there was some suggestion from a few respondents that class 
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played a role – Katherine suggested that the conservative patriarchal nature found in lower class Chinese-
educated families contributed to more rigid ideas of gender47 – others such as Yvonne pointed out that she 
knew university graduates who still believe in these labels, suggesting instead that: “There are those who 
just... ‘I like girls’, and full stop, you don’t bother to question anymore? And it’s just a lot easier to just do 
the butch and femme thing”.  
Rahman, writing in 2001, describes the initial stages of this movement away from the idea of 
labels: 
“The emergence of this newest label – i.e. no label – may thus be seen as a form of resistance to the 
perceived hegemony of labelling behaviour. However, there are now so many people who claim not 
to have a label that they form a separate category of their own. This group therefore simultaneously 
resists hegemonic labelling behaviour and is subsumed by it, by their label known as “no label” 
(61/62).  
However, this was written nearly a decade ago, and arguably this group of “no label”, having expanded to 
about half of the lesbian population, is no longer identified by the label of “no label” – it is simply 
accepted that they do not have a label.48  
 
Gender is not fluid, but more complex 
 It should be noted at this juncture that the problem with labels was not that they were not fluid 
enough, or that respondents wanted the freedom to play with gender. None of my respondents indicated 
drastic changes in their gender identity or behavior. My masculine-identified or –appearing respondents 
told me that as children they were described as tomboys, my feminine-identified or –appearing 
respondents had been seen as no different from other straight girls (in terms of gender expression). The 
main changes in an individual’s gender identity were either the heightening of masculinity by masculine 
lesbians during their teenage years due to pressure from the lesbian community, or the slight feminisation 
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 The link between lower classes and the use of butch/fem(me) categories has been explored variously (Crawley 
2001, Faderman 1992). 
48
 Though Sayoni’s 2008 survey suggested that half of their respondents had “no label”, it was not a label in itself.  
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of butches/actives to andros as they reached adulthood – all relatively minor changes in that they 
remained fairly masculine.  
None had personally gone through a change from feminine when younger to masculine49, although 
Wendy, a self-identified femme in her late 20s, had identified herself as an active in her teens. She had 
been in an all-girls’ school, where it had been “cool” to be an active50, but changed her appearance within 
a few months of leaving the school. Only Natasha, Frances and Yvonne knew of friends who had gone 
through dramatic gender changes. Frances and Yvonne were the youngest respondents, and  Natasha, 
whose close friend had changed from butch to feminine due to her butch partner, was disconcerted but 
accepting:  
“I had one brother, brother… she was a brother to me, okay?... and then suddenly like… I met with 
her, and I was surprised that she was with a butch… year [2006], she messaged me telling me that I 
have a sister. Then I was like god, what happened? I went to meet her, she was like totally changed, 
transformed, she’s like – you know, long hair, everything. And – she looks good. Because as a butch, 
she was… not a very – what we call, those very firm and very hardcore butches… later on, along the 
way, she decided to change for the person she loved. And now she looks very sexy!... she was with 
the partner for 5 years… anything is possible.” 
Diana, who came out as bisexual a few years ago in her early thirties, was the only respondent who felt 
gender could be played with, though she was clear that she was still feminine:  
                                                           
49While a few respondents knew friends who had changed from feminine when younger to masculine when older, it 
was at the same time when they came out, as they felt they needed to display masculinity to show their lesbian 
identity. They returned to being less masculine when they felt they no longer had to “prove” their lesbian identity 
through masculinity.  
50Unlike co-ed schools, all-girls’ schools in Singapore are known for their informal acceptance of lesbianism by the 
students. All the respondents were acutely aware of the connotations of being from such a school, including those 
who didn’t attend such schools. Frances, who was an “active” in secondary school, noted how positively 
butches/actives were treated: “I guess there was sort of like, not hierarchy, but [a] line between the rest of the school 
and the butches… they felt they had to respect [the  butches] in a way… [I felt] a little bit [powerful]!... There’ll 
always be this bunch of kids that idolize us or whatever. Then you see them looking at you, then they’re like 
“ooh!!””  while Alice, from the same school a few years earlier, remembered that “butches were quite popular, had a 
lot of friends, but it was only for the butches, not for the girls that were with the butches. I only remember the 
butches being quite popular.” 
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“I wear tie, vest, jeans, then put hair under hat. I look very cool! It’s fun! I see the mood of my day. 
Sometimes I feel more garang, then I dress like that. Sometimes I feel very nua (Chinese for girly), 
very female, then I dress like this [in a dress]… But I’m very feminine-looking, and feminine-acting 
sometimes.” 
However, almost all respondents accepted their gender identity without indicating that they had ever 
questioned it. None had any desire to be more masculine or feminine, or had ever thought about changing 
once they were adults, and there was a general impression that gender was not something that could be 
changed. Natasha saw her masculinity as intensely personal and biological: “Who would want to go the 
hard way? It’s really, it’s very hard to be living in Singapore as a gay already. And then to be living in 
Singapore as a masculine gay!” but yet had never wished to be anything else: “I still enjoy this! [laughs] I 
enjoy it this way! Seriously!... [I have and will never change my] mentality, no lah, I will kill myself. No 




Chapter 5: Exhibiting and Reading Gender 
“In terms of strength yeah, of course I have the butch strength! But sometimes, this can’t work. 
Because my girlfriend has the very silent strength! So, certain things she will do! [laughs] she will 
carry the heavy stuff!... I’m not like totally masculine or totally feminine.” – Gwen 
 
“My dressing is like, it’s very not feminine. My dressing is not feminine. But I think I still have some 
sort of gu niang (feminine) thing.” – Rita 
 
The last chapter examined the shift away from gendered labels – the words that are used to 
describe identities. In this chapter, I elaborate on the reasons for the trend, with a focus on the labels being 
inadequate, as well as gender identities as individual and personal. I aim to demonstrate that gender is 
understood as increasingly intricate by individuals within the Singaporean lesbian community, which 
reiterates how inadequate the labels are seen to be. I then analyse this changing and more complex 
perspective on gender, by examining the idea of “doing” gender..? The complexity is further 
demonstrated by the relationship between the two separate but related concepts of gender performance 
and identity. 
 
5.1 “Doing” gender 
 West and Zimmerman pioneered the idea of doing gender, and describe it as involving  
“a complex of socially guided perceptual, interactional and micropolitical activities that cast 
particular pursuits as expressions of masculine and feminine “natures” […] When we view gender as 
an accomplishment, an achieved property of situated conduct, our attention shifts from matters 
internal to the individual and focuses on interactional and, ultimately institutional arenas” (1987:126).  
West and Zimmerman’s framing of gender therefore uses the individual performance as its unit of 
analysis, but includes gender norms and learned behavior, thus providing an all-rounded examination of 
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what we understand as “gender”. This approach, following on from Goffman’s study of gender displays 
in 1976, has been crucial in sociology’s study of gender. 
However, two issues can be brought up from their study. Firstly, West and Zimmerman examine 
doing gender with relation to sex categories – that is, how performance is read as either male or female 
(regardless of the biological body), rather than masculine or feminine. The distinction between the two is 
crucial, as they are then looking at masculine male and feminine female performances. Their goal is to 
demonstrate the non-biological factors of gender in an attempt to highlight the differences between sex 
and gender, and so do not look at masculine/feminine performances – female-identified masculine 
performances (such as masculine lesbians), for example, are not brought into the equation. This approach 
is certainly helpful in the study of gender, but I argue that it does not sufficiently problematise and 
enlighten our understanding of masculinity and femininity.  
Secondly, West and Zimmerman do not explain in detail what a gendered accomplishment 
actually entails. It seems simple– one performs certain behaviours which have been dictated by society to 
be either masculine or feminine, and one therefore performs masculinity and femininity. Though it is 
taken for granted that masculinity and femininity are culturally dependent, what precisely constitutes a 
gendered performance? Is it what one wears, how one walks, or how one interacts with an audience? Is 
any aspect more important than another?  
 My figure below attempts to demonstrate this second problem of what “doing” gender means. 
One can have an overall gender performance of masculinity or femininity – for example, Natasha, a 
butch, would have a masculine performance, while Wendy, a femme, would perform femininity. 
Katherine, the active, would rank less masculine than Natasha; Olivia, who feels she is andro, would be 
less feminine than Wendy. However, what exactly is it that allows us to place individuals on such a 
spectrum, and is gender a simple continuum? 
  
 
Performances can, and should be broken down further. One could have a feminine appe
but have certain stereotypically masculine characteristics 
masculine than her girlfriend’s, but that her girlfriend is physically stronger than she is; while Diana 
describes an ex-girlfriend:  
 “She’s a gentleman, she can pass for a boy. Her behaviour, everything? Gentleman. But very very 
sweet, and then still will use SKII [a womens’ facial product] to protect her skin… here’s a very male
looking… female, and very gentlemanly, and yet embraces her womanly side
Femmes may perform the stereotypically masculine role in a romantic relationship such as controlling the 
household finances, while the butches/actives may be in charge of household chores, as Chua’s research 
(2008) discovered.  
These characteristics can be further broken down. Dressing can include hairstyle, clothes and 
accessories. For example, the sides of Wendy’s head were shaved (which she pointed out to me as 
stereotypically masculine), but she wore a headband and feminine clothes (and also identif
femme).  
Each of these can be yet further divided, so that each item of clothing takes on its own gendered 
scale. Beffon’s research (1995) in South Africa, for example, demonstrates the difficulty of categorizing 






ied as a 
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dress as butch or femme, as each item of clothing had a different scale (e.g. trousers could be worn by 
both butches and femmes). Rita felt that her office clothes were significantly different from the other 
feminine women in her office (as she wore “plain Jane” shirts, no skirts and no heels), which she felt were 
unfeminine enough to be identified as a lesbian. She also noted that her mother wore the same type of 
clothing: “I think I’m very much like my mum, she wears pants and blouses to work. She has short hair… 
I don’t even remember my mum wearing skirts!” Yet, she is firm about the differences between herself 
and her mother:  
“You see, you can wear pants and blouse. But if you get the feminine blouses, and feminine pants, 
and court shoes, you definitely know [they’re feminine], you know. But there are people who wear 
pants and shirts to work. And they tuck it in, they wear pointy shoes like men. That’s the masculine 
version of the pants and blouse.” 
 It is therefore difficult to categorise an overall performance as masculine or feminine, unless most 
of these characteristics are either masculine or feminine (such as Natasha, who eschews most things 
feminine). It is also difficult to compare “levels” of femininity or masculinity – for example: is Diana, 
who usually wears extremely feminine clothes such as dresses but is the active partner in a relationship, 
more masculine than Yvonne, who has long hair but often wears jeans?  
The complexity of gender performance explains why respondents suggested that gender identity 
labels have limited utility. Being a butch, for instance, would mean that one would have masculine 
dressing and corporeal movement, although one’s interactional behavior does not always have to be 
masculine. Most respondents who did not subscribe to the labels suggested that they would be classified 
as andro (either the adjective or the label) by others, because they were not masculine or feminine 
enough. Charissa, for example, tries to place herself in a gender spectrum, both involving gender 
adjectives and labels:  
“I don’t recognise myself as feminine, I don’t recognise myself as a butch. So I guess, by default, I 
fall into the androgynous label... I don’t really know which one – people would see me [as]. Like 
some people would see me as butch, but I don’t recognise myself as butch. So, it’s like… [pause] and 
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I do admit I have a lot of masculine traits. But I don’t specifically seek out the feminine [partners]... 
when I got into a relationship, that’s when I realised, I have a lot of like, female traits... that you can’t 
see physically.” 
Rita and Leanne shied away from applying even a gender description to themselves, as they did not see 
how their overall gender identity and performance could be classified as either masculine, feminine or 
androgynous (although they noted that they would be described as “andro” by others). 
The overall androgynous performance can include a vast range of permutations, rather than 
something as specific as a femme, or an andro. Is Charissa, who identifies as between andro and butch but 
who will on occasion wear makeup and high heels, more masculine than Olivia, who is more feminine 
than her current girlfriend but would never herself wear makeup?  
 
Importance of gender appearance 
While several respondents were hesitant to put themselves anywhere in an overall gender 
spectrum (such as Rita), they still see gender as important – for example, they may indicate a gendered 
romantic preference (such as Marie, who identifies as someone who dates femmes) or use gendered 
adjectives to describe others. Ideas of masculinity and femininity are still employed, and the most 
important characteristic within an overall gender performance was described by all respondents to be 
appearance. 
Appearance is suggested to be the easiest and most efficient way for the audience to describe 
someone as masculine or feminine (though it is not always the most important characteristic). This is 
certainly not unique to Singapore; for example, Ivan Coyote, a Canadian writer, storyteller and self-
identified butch, writes that her masculine appearance overshadows all other aspects of her personality: “I 
was an extremist, by virtue only of my appearance. Nothing of who I was or what I might contribute to 
my community mattered because of what I looked like” (2009).  
Wilson (1990) notes that the dress and presentation of the body is that which makes what is 
private (the naked, sexed body) become public (the social, gendered being), while Turner points out that 
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“the surface of the body seems everywhere to be treated, not only as the boundary of the individual as 
a biological and psychological entity but as the frontier of the social self as well… [it] becomes the 
symbolic stage upon which the drama of socialization is enacted, and bodily adornment (in all its 
culturally multifarious forms, from body-painting to clothing and from feather head-dresses to 
cosmetics) becomes the language through which it is expressed” (2007:84).  
Turner notes that when these norms are broken – for example, when a woman dresses and presents herself 
like a man – they are severely reprimanded by society. I suggest that it is because dressing seems 
relatively trivial that it holds so much power. Gender appearance is such a ubiquitous demonstration that 
we often do not see it as an event. However, gendered appearance is often conscious for individuals who 
break the rules, because they appear gender non-conformant everyday. Many respondents described 
wearing feminine clothes and performing feminine behaviour as uncomfortable and unnatural, even if 
they did not identify as butch/active or even masculine. Frances, who was feminising herself in order to 
“turn straight”, stated: “I felt uncomfortable at first because it doesn’t fit me, it doesn’t suit me.”  
Additionally, from the perspective of the actor, gender identity and appearance are often 
congruous. Because the body is so crucial to gender identity, the individual usually ensures that her body 
reflects who she feels herself to be. The individual is also aware that her body is how she communicates 
her gender (or sexuality, if she is significantly masculine) to others, and so presents it accordingly to send 
out specific messages. All respondents who had identified as actives during their teenage years, but who 
are now working in white-collar jobs, were clearly aware of this, and described their personal 
feminisation mostly in terms of appearance, rather than any other characteristic. The only time appearance 
and identity was incongruous for my respondents was when they were trying to hide their sexuality.  
Even within appearance, there are different characteristics – dressing is almost always seen as 
more indicative of gender or lesbian identity than behaviour, for example. Frances described her change 
in dressing, and made no reference to her behaviour. It is possible that she did feminise her mannerisms, 
but it was clear that how she dressed her body, rather than how she moved it, was more important. This 
explains Katherine’s confusion over a suggested hypothetical example of a lesbian who dressed butch, but 
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behaved in a feminine manner: “I can’t see that happening! Anyway, that’s [shudders]. There’s the 
alternate assumption that we’d discuss, you think she was butch last time?... It’s weird!” 
The more intricate divisions within dressing are still important, but far less agreed upon within 
the community. Katherine suggests that masculine lesbians would not have long hair, while for Wendy 
hair was not as important as clothes for her gender identity.  
Gender, as understood by my respondents, is therefore extremely intricate – not just in terms of 
what constitutes gender appearance, but also the balance between gender expression, gender identity, and 
being read as gendered.  
 
5.2 Reading Gender 
Gender performances are not done in a vacuum, and will inevitably be read by an audience; they 
are seen as a conversation, as Goffman writes:  
“if an individual is to give and receive what is considered his ritual due in social situations, then he 
must – whether by intent or effect – style himself so that others present can immediately know the 
social (and sometimes the personal) identity of he who is to be dealt with, and in turn he must be able 
to acquire this information about those he thus informs” (1976:2).  
Different audiences have their own interpretation of what masculine and feminine constitute, as such 
empirical definitions are highly dependent not only upon culture, but individual beliefs. Katherine was 
very clear about this:  
“If a guy peels a prawn for a girl, some people will perceive that as masculine, like oh, he’s doing the 
manly thing, so he peels a prawn for a girl. And then you get another situation, where the girl peels 
the prawn for the man – yeah, she should peel the prawn because she’s subservient. He’s the man, 
that’s why he gets his prawns peeled. Right? So my deduction is that what’s masculine and what’s 
feminine can be changed as and when you like it… You know, the same thing can be attributed to the 
two opposites.”  
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Katherine also pointed out that an act did not even necessarily have to be gendered, and continues her 
prawn example: “you would peel prawns for a child. Right? But yet you’d peel prawns for a man. So are 
you saying he’s a baby, that’s why he can’t peel his own goddamn prawns?” 
 Rita was aware that she looks like a lesbian in Singapore because of her practical non-feminine 
dressing: “When I walk in the streets, people will look at me and say, this one, definitely, lesbian or 
whatever, tomboy”. However, she noted that while she was read as a lesbian through her masculinity in 
Singapore, the situation was different when she was studying in the United States:  
“I thought I was so obviously gay. But the Americans didn’t know! They were actually surprised. 
When I said yeah, I’m into women, they totally could not guess… it’s so funny, I had an American 
girlfriend there, and I said yeah, I’m considered very tomboyish and butchy [in Singapore], then she 
was like, no way! You’re not a dyke!”  
 Often, it is how the performance is read, rather than the intent of the performance that is 
important. Lucal notes that “[h]ow I see myself, even how I might wish others would see me, is socially 
irrelevant. It is the gender that I appear to be (my “perceived gender”) that is most relevant to my social 
identity and interactions with others” (1999:791), while West and Zimmerman write that “[w]hile it is 
individuals who do gender, the enterprise is fundamentally interactional and institutional in character, for 
accountability is a feature of social relationships and its idiom is drawn from the institutional arena in 
which those relationships are enacted” (1987:136/137). 
The individual does not have the power to decide how the audience interprets her intended gender 
performance. As Goffman notes, gender is crucial to our identities, in the sense that it is one of the first 
few pieces of information that we know about a person: “femininity and masculinity are in a sense the 
prototypes of essential expression – something that can be conveyed fleetingly in any social situation and 
yet something that strikes at the most basic characterization of the individual” (1976:9). 
Finally, sex (as biological body, or sex category) cannot be ignored. What is considered feminine, 
masculine or androgynous depends upon what body is carrying out the performance. What might be read 




5.3 Intent and being read: Gender performance vs. gender identity 
 Gender identity and performance are thus two separate issues. One’s gender expression could be 
different from identity – for example, butches and actives who feel they need to be more feminine when 
working in white-collar jobs. Low’s study on Singaporean lesbians (1994), for instance, notes that a 
masculine respondent of hers wore large plastic earrings to work where she had to pass as straight, 
explaining that nobody would believe that a masculine lesbian would wear such earrings. Usually this 
feminisation is described as just enough to pass as straight, and masculine lesbians would likely not dress 
very feminine – as Natasha (who works in a job that allows her to appear butch) stated of other butches, 
“it’s easier to disguise as an andro... although yes you dress like a guy, you’re still [considered] femme 
[meaning feminine]. It’s easier to blend in lah, then to just tell people that I’m a, you know, hard butch... 
some [people] just cannot take it.” Katherine suggested that there was a “typical” butch get-up for work 
(that Rita also brought up) that was a compromise between the necessity of not appearing excessively 
masculine at work, and not having to dress like the large majority of feminine straight women. 
The gendered identity labels best demonstrate the separation of identity and performance. It is not 
uncommon for butches and actives to carry out this deliberate and part-time feminization, but their gender 
identity remains firmly masculine. Andros, who are much more comfortable than butches in feminine 
clothing (though they do not necessarily dress like femmes) are still seen as masculine, because their 
gender identity is masculine. An andro leaning towards the feminine side, and a tomboyish femme could 
wear identical clothes, but would have different gender identities. Butches, actives and andros may dress 
differently, but they are seen to have similar masculine identities. Similarly, extremely feminine femmes 
and “tomboyish” femmes are considered femmes, despite their different gendered dressing/behavior, 
because of their similar feminine identities51.  
                                                           
51
 The difference between performance and identity is also stressed by Halberstam’s taxonomy of drag kings 
(1998a), who were divided according to gender identity and intent behind the gender performance. The category of 
“butch realness”, a butch performing her own masculine identity, is different from the “femme pretender”, the 
feminine-identified individual performing drag in an ironic and camp way. 
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Additionally, I argue gender performance can entirely hide gender identity, which highlights the 
difference between the two concepts. Racial identity or sex is often revealed by the body as they are 
usually assigned through somatic characteristics (though certainly not always); performed religious 
identity can be non-existent in today’s globalised world. However, gender identity is relatively more 
performed in comparison to race and sex, which are usually inscribed on the body.  
I also suggest that gender is also so ubiquitous and subconscious in most societies that it is almost 
impossible for an individual to be read by most audiences as genderless, regardless of their performance. 
All bodies are read as gendered, and even individuals who attempt to move away from gender, perhaps by 
intending to appear androgynous will still often be gendered by their audience, even if different audiences 
gender them differently. As Rita told me, “it bothers me when they call me sir, or call me “xiaodi”… I 
think I’m just bothered by the fact about how stupid they are? I’m wearing school uniform you know, I’m 
wearing skirt! How can I be a sir? I have the chest, how can I be a sir? Seriously!” Everything that the 
body does can be described as gendered – from the specific items one uses to cover or decorate one’s 
body (including hair accessories, shoes, underwear etc) to how one maintains one’s body (hairstyle, body 
hair) to how one moves one’s body (sitting, gait, movement of hands). As Crawley, Foley and Shehan 
point out, “each of us has become gendered and is continually being gendered in our everyday 
experiences in this world. Every thought, every action, every interaction with others in this world is 
gendered” (2008:3).52  
 
5.4 The relationship between identity and performance 
The above argument demonstrating the difference between gender performance and gender 
identity seems to be explained by the Cartesian split, which “detaches the knowing and speaking subject 
from the unknowing inert body” (Jackson 1983: 329). Fraser and Greco (2005) and Farquhar and Lock 
(2007) note that the mind was considered disembodied, while the body was not considered to be in the 
                                                           
52
 As noted in the first chapter, gender cannot be separated from sex, and West and Zimmerman (1987) write about 
the inescapability of sex categories; as a result “every thought, every action, every interaction” is also sexed.  
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domain of humanities and social sciences because it was “natural” and therefore belonged to the hard 
sciences. However, Jackson is against this position, and states that “[t]his view is fallacious on 
epistemological grounds, as well as contradicting our experience of the body as lived reality, wherein no 
sense of the mind as casually prior can be sustained, and wherein any notion of the body as an instrument 
of mind or society is absurd” (1983:329). The body is not inert, passive or neutral, and the mind does not 
exist without the body (Lock and Farquhar 2007). Though gender identity and performance are two 
separate issues, they are undeniably related. The mind exists in the body, just as identity exists in 
performance.  
 It is difficult to discuss the relationship between gendered performances and identities without 
briefly engaging with Goffman’s dramaturgical work on both virtual/actual social identity (1963) and 
gendered displays (1976), The concepts of virtual and actual social identity seem to explain the difference 
between performance and identity – the former is the self that the actor puts on for the audience to see, 
while the latter is the “real” self of the individual. Certainly, some identities are relatively more easy to 
put up and take down – as Teresa describes, “when I’m in the family, then I’ll be someone else’s 
daughter, someone else’s sister, then when I’m in school I’m a student, then with my friends I’m another 
person”. Ponse (1992), writing about how lesbians pass as straight, suggests that the lesbian’s virtual 
social identity is the straight persona, while her actual social identity is her gay self. However, Goffman 
seems to agree with the idea of the Cartesian split and, as Cohen argues, overstates “the gamelike 
character of social interaction... [he does not] adequately acknowledge the seriousness with which people 
orientate themselves socially by investing in identity... and in boundaries of various kinds... on which they 
predicate identities” (2000:5/6).  While Goffman puts agency in the forefront of the actor’s life – the actor 
decides which face to portray to which audience – the gap between virtual and actual social identity with 
regard to gender is not necessarily as simple as he suggests. His work on gender displays indicates that he 
sees gendered acts as optional, and therefore underestimates the power of gender. He considers gender not 
as a performance from which individuals cannot escape, but simply as optional “displays”; to him, the 
body is neutral, and only certain acts are gendered. 
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 In keeping with West and Zimmerman (1987), Butler (1988) and many other gender theorists, I 
repeat my above argument that most “displays” are gendered – as West and Zimmerman argue,  
“Goffman obscures the effects of gender on a wide range of human activities. Gender is not merely 
something that happens in the nooks and crannies of interaction, fitted in here and there and not 
interfering with the serious business of life... it is necessary to move beyond the notion of gender 
display to consider what is involved in doing gender as an ongoing activity embedded in everyday 
interaction” (1987:130).  
Sex or assumed gender identity also plays a part in how displays are gendered by an audience. A male 
sitting with his legs apart may be considered neutral (and be a non-event for many people), but a female 
doing the same may be considered masculine; a femme wearing a skirt is a non-event, while a butch 
wearing the same makes little sense.  
Secondly, gender performance and identity are more closely related than Goffman suggests. The 
stigmas he discusses are relatively binary – one is either of a certain race, physically disabled, 
homosexual, or one is not. The virtual social identity involves the actor pretending to be what he is not, 
and that means being of a different race, being heterosexual and so on. With gender, however, the binary 
is far less clear. As mentioned above, masculine lesbians are likely to choose a form of femininity that is 
just enough to ensure she passes as straight, even if she appears as a masculine straight woman.  
 Thirdly, virtual and actual social identities do not explain how the lesbian gendered identity labels 
work. Goffman suggests that the two often match, and if there is a gap, it will result in social stigma. 
However, the tomboyish femme and feminine andro could have the same virtual social identity, with 
significantly different actual social identities, but yet for each individual their gender identity and 
performance are not at odds. Leanne suggests: 
“this kind of labeling stuff, it’s not just your appearance, but… who you want to be? Last time in 
school, there were two girls… both had short hair, like really short hair, but one was actually girly, 
and one was really manly. So – like when you talk to the girly one, she behaved like a girl… it’s not 
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really just the appearance, because outside, they were wearing almost the same stuff… one thing 
would be the appearance, but the other thing would also be like, your innate character.”  
Finally, even for some respondents, the line between gender identity and performance was not 
always entirely clear. Natasha, who subscribes to the labels, suggests that “dressing and the way 
[lesbians] behave” are important, but that “mentality” was also crucial. Many respondents noted that they 
would change their gender expression slightly when starting a new relationship. Olivia described how she 
had been more masculine when she was with her previous feminine girlfriend (an andro/femme 
relationship), but since getting together with her current andro girlfriend, has feminised herself slightly. 
She did not suggest that the change was uncomfortable or against her own gender identity, but indicated 
that it was a natural process of being in a relationship with a different person. Similarly, Katherine, an 
active who dates femmes (or “passives”, as she refers to them), acknowledges slight gender changes, and 
described that she had become more masculine since dating her current girlfriend, a “straight girl”, in an 
effort to match up to her girlfriend’s previous male partners. She expressed this change as extremely 
normal: “if I’m dating some girl and she hates green, I’m not going to wear green on our first date.” 
Performance and identity can therefore affect each other, which would not happen with virtual and actual 
social identities – an individual who is pretending to be of a non-stigmatised race cannot actually change 
his or her race.  
Gender is therefore seen as extremely complex by my respondents. What is “masculine”, 
“feminine” or “androgynous” is unclear. They differentiate between gender identity and performance, but 
also problematise the relationship between the two. The next chapter examines how this understanding of 





Chapter 6: Challenging Heteronormativity: Rejecting Gendered Labels 
“It is important to recognize the ways in which heterosexual norms reappear within gay identities, to 
affirm that gay and lesbian identities are not only structured in part by dominant heterosexual frames, 
but that they are not for that reason determined by them” (Butler 1991:23, emphasis in original). 
 
  This chapter begins by examining the continuing heteronormativity within the lesbian 
community, as a subculture within the dominant heterosexual society. The way gender is regulated within 
the community seems to follow certain heteronormative rules. However, I argue that it is not a simple 
internalization and mimicry of heterosexual and heteronormative roles/identities/performances. 
Continuing the discussion from chapter 5, I suggest that structures that seem heteronormative are, beneath 
the surface, far more complex. Though the subversion may not be explicitly political or visible, I suggest 
that through an individual (but not non-political) negotiation of understanding gender as personal, the 
challenge exists; the collective action of individuals seeing gender as personal leads on to a structural 
change.  
 
6.1 Heteronormativity in the Singaporean lesbian community 
Negativity towards “excessive” female masculinity 
 There is a noticeable amount of negativity towards the lesbian gendered label of “butch” from my 
respondents, as well as some aversion towards some forms of masculinity. Charissa and Gwen stressed 
clearly to me that they were not butches, nor did they dress like them. Gwen states: “Actually, I’m pretty 
scared of butches! ... I don’t like the word butch. I’m not – I’m not a very aggressive person lah. I’m 
assertive, but I’m not aggressive. So I don’t like to call myself butchy… maybe a bit more tomboyish, but 
not butch-butch kind” while Charissa (who identified as between andro and butch) noted that “I aim to be 
more androgynous-looking… as opposed to more butch-looking… I don’t want people to mistake that I 
identify with the male gender… I just do not want to be labelled as butch… It’s a negative thing to me.” 
Both Rita and Gwen were also wary of the term “masculine”. As Gwen had indicated that she felt 
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“tomboyish”, I prompted: “You mentioned that you were more masculine when you were in your teens?” 
Gwen immediately interrupted to correct me: “Tomboyish lah, tomboyish.”  
The majority of these respondents told me that they were aware that their own appearance was 
not stereotypically feminine, but were quick to indicate that their masculine presentation was out of 
comfort, rather than a desire to appear masculine. Feminine clothes are suggested to be impractical, 
restrictive and difficult, such as skirts and high heels, with Rita emphasizing that some aspects of 
feminine clothes (such as ruffles and puffy sleeves) were “unnecessary”. Charissa told me:  
“I look masculine, just because these are the things that guys wear, or these are the traits that guys 
show, or these are the hairstyles that guys have. But it does not mean I aim to be masculine… it’s 
like, I like this hairstyle, or I think this hairstyle suits me best… but I do not like them because they’re 
masculine. They just so happen to be called masculine. Too bad lah, too bad for me.”  
Gwen lamented the lack of androgynous shoes available to her:  
“I want to buy a pair of sandals, and I want very comfortable sandals. I went to the shops, and I can’t 
find a pair of sandals that I like, because they’re all very girly... or the very mannish type. So I don’t 
know what to do, I don’t know what to buy! I just want to have a pair of very comfortable sandals 
which fit me!”  
While Rita said: 
“I don’t wear skirts and dresses because I don’t look good in them, not because I don’t want to. I 
mean, if I had nice legs, and a nice ass, then yeah, of course I’d be wearing those. But I don’t have 
nice legs, so I don’t want to wear skirts. And I can’t walk properly, not dainty enough.” 
This is due partly to the uncertainty over the boundary between butches and FTMs, with several 
respondents believing that butches most likely wanted to be men; Charissa also felt that butches identify 
as male as “I have this [butch] friend who gets secretly very happy when people mistake her for a guy… 
I’m not sure why, but yeah, they like to be recognized as masculine, as male”.  
Additionally, there was the suggestion that butches (but not masculine lesbians) are unattractive. 
Gwen and Diana suggest that butches are unstylish and sloppy; Wendy, who is attracted to butches, noted 
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that she understood the negative impression others had of butches’ attractiveness, while Natasha, a butch 
herself, stated: “You see some 40-year-old butch, wah, they still maintain shaved, flat top [hairstyle], then 
they wear shirt then they walk... [if] I see myself like that, I’ll kill myself!”  
 
Greater policing of female masculinity than femininity 
 Female masculinity was described to be regulated more strictly than femininity by both the 
lesbian community, as well as the heterosexual society. As has been discussed there is pressure from 
heterosexual society on masculine-identified/-appearing lesbians to feminise themselves while feminine 
lesbians face no pressure about their appearance. Many noted that there was pressure from family to be 
more feminine. Frances borrows feminine clothes from her sisters during important family get-togethers 
like Chinese New Year, while Rita noted that she would wear skirts on similar occasions “to please my 
parents”. Charissa suggested that andros dress in a more feminine manner when they are at work, but 
reveal their true masculine selves in the safety of lesbian events, while Katherine described a local 
celebrity who is feminine for her day job as a spokesperson, but clearly masculine when she attends 
lesbian parties.  
 Wendy also notes that her butch friends often use the male public bathrooms as they are chased 
out of female bathrooms, and Helen is frequently mistaken for a male, to the point where: 
“I have fear to go into the female toilets... I have people come up to me and tell me hey, this is a girl’s 
toilet. Then I’ll be like, mm, I know. Then I faster go into the cubicle. Some guys will follow me into 
the girls, then find out it’s a girls’ toilet! People will stare lah, then you just keep your head down and 
pretend nothing happened. In the toilet sometimes [I’m] uncomfortable because they really stare.” 
It is the non-feminine (androgynous, masculine, “no-label”) identities that receive pressure to either 
emphasise or downplay their masculinity, and as a result those with such identities not only become 
acutely aware of their masculinity or non-femininity, but also consciously adjust their gender identity 
according to the situation. 
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 Within the lesbian community, masculine and feminine identities are given very different rules, 
with the former being far more overtly policed. Young non-feminine lesbians are pressured to be more 
masculine than they are. Feminine-identified lesbians are given more leeway than masculine-identified 
lesbians – it was accepted for the former to dress or behave in a non-feminine manner (while maintaining 
their feminine identities), while masculine-identified lesbians were generally expected by respondents to 
both behave and dress in a masculine way. While there are butches with feminine characteristics such as 
being “motherly”, “wimpy” or “passive”, as well as butches who might take on the stereotypically 
feminine role in relationships, there was little understanding of a masculine-identified lesbian who would 
appear masculine but behave feminine. Masculine-identified lesbians are allowed a much narrower 
variety of performances than feminine-identified lesbians.  
The Women’s Nite session on butches, mentioned in chapter 2, questioned butches’ 
“conformance to the butch-femme stereotype”, but without problematising the femme identity. 
Additionally, masculinity is categorized according to the varying levels of gender (both identity and 
performance) – it encompasses the very masculine butch, the slightly less masculine active, and the much 
less masculine andro; it also encompasses adjectives from butch to andro. Femininity, however, has no 
community-recognised names for differences in levels of femininity, and respondents variously suggest 
labels such as the “ultimate femme”, the femme who is “super-girly”, and the “tomboyish femme”. 
Feminine-identified lesbians could date any kind of woman, while masculine-identified lesbians were 
generally expected to go out with women more feminine than they are. Masculine/masculine relationships 
(including andro/butch and andro/andro) were problematised, as discussed in chapter 2. 
I will note briefly here that such norms around masculinity are not so much guidelines, but more a 
description of the existing structure. For instance, my respondents suggested that masculine-identified 
lesbians were not likely to behave in a feminine manner, rather than that they were not allowed do.  
 
6.2 Heteronormativity influencing the Singaporean lesbian community 
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 I argue that such negativity and strict policing of female masculinity comes predominantly from 
the influence of heterosexual norms on the lesbian community – the congruence of gender 
identity/performance and biological sex, the negativity towards gender non-conformance, and the similar 
way that masculinity/femininity is regulated in heterosexual society.   
 
Gender identity/performance and biological sex 
Several of my respondents brought up this suggestion throughout the interviews. For instance, 
when I followed up on a point that Gwen had made about some butches exaggerating their masculinity, 
she explained that in heterosexual society “girls are really girls, they wear you know, spaghetti straps, and 
the guys will be very guy” (explaining why butches felt they had to be like men), while Katherine told me 
that she doesn’t “know any of my friends who are girly girls who shop in the men’s department! They just 
don’t do that. And when they do buy some top from the men’s department, they wear it with a skirt, some 
feminine belt, and they mix it up, and make it look like a girly top!” Through such statements, they 
suggest that there is heteronormativity in terms of gender conformance. Lesbian femininity is seen as 
almost identical to heterosexual female femininity, apart from who they are attracted to. As Charissa 
notes, “The feminine [lesbians] are the – just look like normal typical heterosexual girls”. 
 Femininity is considered the default for females, and so while there are certainly rules for 
femininity (as there are in heterosexual society), there is far less of a need for rules, or for a yardstick to 
differentiate levels of femininity. There is no external push for change to femininity by either lesbians or 
straight society; the only change towards femininity is attributed to individual agency. Like straight 
feminine women, their femininity does not upset the gender/sex balance in society (apart from the fact 
that they are attracted to women), and follows the expected path for females to take. Simply by being 
feminine, they are obeying societal rules, and there is no need to differentiate them.  
Most respondents also noted that most lesbian couples had an outwardly heteronormative 
appearance, with feminine/feminine couples accepted but not common. There are few cases of lesbians in 
a couple looking alike, or the existence of what popular U.S. lesbian sex/gender blogger Sinclair Sexsmith 
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described as a “do-be-do-be-do complex”, a situation where one is unsure whether one is attracted to a 
person, or whether one wants to be like the person. A few respondents such as Katherine, Rita and Dora 
draw similarities between gay men and masculine/masculine relationships, while Gwen explicitly 
suggests a form of internalized homophobia through patriarchy: “it’s because of our patriarchal training… 
usually people can accept two girls holding hands, and cannot accept two guys holding hands… because 
you cannot accept [that] the guy can be a girl, more than we can accept the girl can be a guy… guy must 
just stay guy like that, or don’t be effeminate. Don’t be a sissy.” 
 
Negativity towards gender non-conformance 
This expected congruence leads to negativity towards female masculinity. Katherine, a self-
identified active, told me that: 
“[appearing masculine] is a very negative thing [in straight society]… because in [straight] society 
it’s just easier to – to dress in a feminine manner, you get stared at a lot less… like my girlfriend’s 
mum is getting very wary of me coming over… but if I was a girly girl and I was always staying over, 
it wouldn’t matter. It’d just be a lot easier, and no one would ever predict that I’m gay… you know?” 
It is the understanding of the fact that masculinity makes female bodies not only deviant and unattractive 
in heterosexual society, but also visible as lesbian bodies, that results in some respondents actively 
moving away from excessive masculinity – there is heteronormative influence in terms of both sexuality 
and gender.  
 Female femininity, being the default for the female body, is not only viewed as attractive by all 
audiences, but also goes unproblematised and unquestioned. The only gender-related issue faced by 
feminine lesbians was that of invisibility (as Yvonne’s story of how straight/feminine she appeared to her 
family in chapter 3 demonstrated); however, many respondents saw that as a boon instead – the advantage 
of the capability of passing as straight in heterosexual society, where lesbianism is still stigmatized.  
 As a result, my respondents suggested to me that masculine-identified/-appearing lesbians were 
more likely to be self-conscious of being gender non-conformant. Feminine-identified respondents 
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indicated no changes or problems they had with their gender, while deliberately non-feminine respondents 
told me that they had to put in considerable effort to find clothes that suited them. Gwen demonstrates 
how much thought goes into her clothes:  
“When I got this watch, I’m very apprehensive… I don’t like to wear the metal strap, because I think 
it’s too macho. So whenever my girlfriend will say, can I buy a watch for you? And I will say, I don’t 
want! [laughs]… I can’t wear the small-small kind, because I think it’s too girly. The big-big kind I 
think it’s too man! And I’m very afraid to wear that kind! I say, I really, I already look quite you 
know, quite boyish already.”  
 
Heterosexual and heteronormative policing of gender 
 As mentioned in the introduction, Bordo (1993) has pointed out that patriarchal societies (which 
would include Singapore) see masculinity as high-ranking than femininity, as males are ranked higher 
than females. Often, women who behave in a masculine way are more acceptable than men who lower 
themselves by being feminine – Halberstam (1998a) notes that the words “effeminate” and “emasculate” 
are both pejorative, and both mean the same thing; there is no parallel for women taking on masculinity or 
shedding femininity. Similarly, masculine-identified/-appearing lesbians are policed within the lesbian 
community the same way that males are in straight society, while female masculinity is policed the same 
way that male and straight masculinities are. As described about masculine/masculine relationships, the 
butches are seen as emasculating or lowering themselves by dating another masculine-identified woman.  
Androgyny in Western and Western-influenced societies has been more generous to females than 
males due to patriarchy – for instance, women can wear masculine-assigned clothes, while it is still 
frowned upon for men to wear “women’s clothes”. Similarly, it is more acceptable for feminine-identified 
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lesbians to dress in a stereotypically masculine manner, while it is confusing and unheard of for 
masculine-identified lesbians to wear dresses voluntarily53.  
 
6.3 Gender as challenge and subversion 
 “[W]hat happens to those [heterosexual] norms as they are redeployed, reanimated and restaged in 
lesbian contexts? Do they lose their force and presumed integrity? Does heterosexuality become 
separable from heterosexuals, masculinity from men and femininity from women, concepts 
deterritorialized and expropriated, each one set free from its regulatory purpose within the gender 
matrix?” (Butler 1993:228). 
 
Despite my above demonstration that the lesbian community is heteronormative, I argue that 
gender is still used as a form of challenge and subversion to the dominant heteronormative binary. Rather 
than politically, actively and explicitly working against imposed labels/identities, the form that the 
subversion takes is implicit and perhaps even subconscious and unreflective.  
Gender is still an important tool that my respondents use to understand themselves (knowing what 
“type” of girl they would like to date, or that they would not wear skirts). Sayoni’s data also notes that 
gender and sexuality are significantly more important to their respondents’ personal identity than factors 
like religion, ethnicity, occupation or citizenship, with both of them scoring between 3.8-3.9 on a scale of 
1-5, with 5 being the most important and 1 the least. This is crucial to how the community’s 
heteronormative (though in a descriptive, rather than a negative or compulsory way) norms over gender 
are being subverted. By my respondents refusing to accept the labels without condemning its value and 
use to the community, I argue that it is a subtle but significant challenge that reflects the community’s, as 
well as many of its members’ desire to remain invisible and unproblematic to the state.   
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 I suggest that there are three main ways that this subversion works. Firstly, apparently 
heteronormative rules are not necessarily as cleanly heteronormative as they seem. Secondly, gender is 
understood as far more complex than a heteronormative gender binary. Thirdly, and most importantly, the 
personal way that gender is currently understood by many of my respondents, thereby rejecting imposed 
labels.  
 
Is it really heteronormative? 
One could argue that the masculine/feminine pattern in lesbian couples is an imitation of 
heterosexuality - there are certainly superficial similarities between masculine/feminine, butch/femme and 
heterosexual couples. Indeed, many respondents themselves see the pairings as a mimicry of heterosexual 
couples (though set their own relationships apart from this).  
Even though the actors themselves may be unaware of the non-heteronormative and non-binary 
undertones of butch/femme and masculine/feminine couples, it does not mean that they do not exist. 
There is a crucial difference between butches/masculine lesbians and men – the former do not want to be 
the latter. There is a difference between wanting to look like, behave like, or even be mistaken for a man, 
and actually being a man. Butches have a female body which they are mostly comfortable with, and 
experience life as a masculine woman, not a man. Masculine-appearing respondents were also eager to 
point out that they had feminine qualities. Gwen was not as strong as her feminine-appearing girlfriend 
and Katherine described herself as “wimpy” (which she felt was not masculine). They therefore approach 
masculinity very differently from both masculine and effeminate men, for whom masculinity is default 
and expected; butch/femme and masculine/feminine relationships are therefore not a direct copy of 
heterosexual relationships. As Halberstam (1998a) notes, butches face discrimination for being masculine 
in a female body, but also sexism for being women.  
Because butch/femme and masculine/feminine relationships are different genders being played out 
in the female body, there is a difference in the balance of power, as well as how these couples fit into 
lesbian society. In a straight (patriarchal) society, men are ranked higher on the social scale; this notion of 
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hierarchy does not occur in the lesbian community. Even though some respondents (such as Leanne and 
Katherine) admit they feel class may affect gender identity – for example, that there is a higher percentage 
of butches among working class lesbians - this is certainly not a widely accepted view, with many 
respondents actively disagreeing with this54. 
Though there is negativity towards excessive female masculinity, there is certainly the idea of not 
only attractive masculinity in the form of andros, but also attractive butches, as evidenced by the 
significant popularity of the biannual Butch Quest. Though Katherine was aware of the negativity towards 
her masculinity as an active, she still preferred appearing masculine:  
“being a butch, somehow being a tomboy/butch, in society you get a lot more leeway with things. 
Like, in the MRT I can sit with my legs [open]… if I was wearing a really girly skirt and frilly top, 
and I sat like that, it just looks vulgar… And masculine women in Singapore – they are regarded to be 
strong women... As in being girly, having feminine traits, is a negative thing a lot of the time. Like, 
why are you so bimbotic, why are you so feminine, why do you like pink? You’re so spoilt. It’s more 
often treated like a negative thing. And when you’re a girl and don’t like frilly stuff, you do get 
positive reinforcement for that in society.” 
Several respondents suggested the positive aspects of being seen as visibly queer. Diana, who described 
herself as very feminine, joked that she was thinking about being more androgynous “for five minutes” to 
get dates, while Alice, a femme, felt that: “if I had a choice right, being andro would be the best. Because 
people who know such things [about the lesbian community] would know that you’re not straight, but 
people who don’t know such things wouldn’t know that you’re not straight… which is most of the time, I 
feel I would want.”  
 Additionally, I suggest that the influence of heterosexual norms on the Singaporean lesbian 
community is unsurprising. The community, as pointed out in chapter 2, does not exist to explicitly 
demand for change and rights, and is situated as a subculture within the larger Singaporean heterosexual 
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culture. It is impossible for an individual to not have contact outside of either the lesbian or general 
gay/queer community, and the community does not exist in a vacuum. As Halberstam writes, “while you 
may identify outside the [gender] binary, you are nonetheless interpellated by it, identified within it” 
(2008). 
 
Gender as complex 
 Although the terms “masculine” and “feminine” are still used widely, the understanding of what 
gender is has changed, and as explained in chapter 5, a simple binary or even continuum no longer makes 
sense to many respondents. Gender is not reducible to an all-masculine or all-feminine performance or 
identity – while it is possible for such a situation to occur, respondents are aware that not all lesbians (or 
people, for that matter) are entirely masculine or feminine. There are different aspects that constitute a 
gendered performance or identity, and different ways in which gender is regulated by different societies. 
Gender is more than mere roles, “doing” gender or gender norms, and gender can be an identity as well as 
a description. Additionally, gender is intricately tied up with the concepts of sex and sexuality – what is 
masculine on a female body is not necessarily masculine on a male one; a butch’s masculinity is received 
very differently from a straight woman’s masculinity.  
It would certainly be easy to then conclude that the gender binary does not exist –it is difficult to 
classify something as masculine or feminine, and therefore all ideas of gender can be thrown out the 
window. However, my argument is more complicated, and in reality there is some notion of a gender 
spectrum. For example, Natasha, the butch, is clearly overall more masculine than Diana who almost 
always wears skirts and makeup, and teaches bellydancing; and respondents agree that overall identities 
and expressions can be put on a scale. While the terms “masculine” and “feminine” are still used, along 
with “butch”, “femme” and “andro”, it is the different and increasingly complex way the labels are used 
and understood that I argue is a method of subversion. Rather than blindly subscribing to the norms set 
out by both the heterosexual community as well as the lesbian community, gender itself is interpreted as 
far more complex than what appears on the surface. Halberstam suggests that it is “the very flexibility and 
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elasticity of the terms “man” and “woman” [that] ensures their longevity” (1998a:27); I argue the same 
for masculinity and femininity. Gender’s complexity lies in the fact that on some levels it can be seen as a 
spectrum, yet it cannot be contained by a spectrum. Gender is masculinity, femininity and androgyny, and 
we cannot comprehend gender without these terms. As Halberstam points out,  
“It is important when thinking about gender variations such as male femininity and female 
masculinity not simply to create another binary in which masculinity always signifies power; in 
alternative models of gender variation, female masculinity is not simply the opposite of female 
femininity, nor is it a female version of male masculinity” (1998a:28/29).  
It is the small and nuanced shifts within the understanding of gender that displays how complex the idea 
of “gender” is. The very idea of masculinity and femininity are problematised, and tiny specifications of 
even describing specific blouses55 are brought up. Ideas of identity, performance, “mentality”, “innate 
character” and behaviour are discussed about gender among lesbians by my respondents.  
 
Gender as personal 
“Empowered assertions of self do not occur only, or even most importantly, in banner-waving 
parades. Declarations of self and unapologetic claims of identity within intimate space and daily 
activities are important sites of resistance and subversion of social control” (Sinnott 2004:143, 
emphasis added).  
 
All my respondents indicated that they had, in some way, changed their ideas of gender over the 
years. Katherine and Natasha, who still subscribed to the labels, noted that as they left their teenage years 
they were introduced to “pure lesbians” and other queer women who did not label themselves. Even if 
they personally continued to label themselves “butch” or “active”, it was clear that they had observed and 
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understood their friends’, acquaintances’ and community’s shift away from the labels. Statistically, 
Sayoni’s data shows that for its three surveys done in 2006, 2008 and 2010, about 40-47% of their 
respondents consistently do not identify as any label. Gender as not only a means of expression, but a fact 
of identity, remains important to the individual because many of them do break heteronormative gender 
boundaries by being insufficiently feminine females, either through expression, identity, or their attraction 
to women. The reluctance or resolution not to identify with a label is not because of explicitly political 
movements, but extremely personal – the labels do not fit them. The increasing emphasis of gendered 
adjectives and descriptions, rather than categories and nouns, indicates the priority that individualised 
identity/performance has over imposed identity labels.  
Rather than discarding the use of the term gender, creating new identities (such as the emergence 
of the terms “genderqueer” and “genderfuck” in the United States) or doing away with masculinity, 
femininity and androgyny, my respondents negotiate a place for themselves within the lesbian community 
where gender continues to play an important role, as well as within heterosexual society where for many 
of them, their slightly excessive masculinity gives them away as lesbians.  
I suggest that it is a way of claiming an identity and a space. Rather than the obvious subversion 
and challenge to hegemonic gender descriptions and identities, this quiet, gradual and private negotiation 
is the way many Singaporean lesbians place a claim– not necessarily by claiming a total labelled identity, 
but by claiming an identity as not something, by resisting labels of either butch/andro/femme (from 
within the community) or even masculine/feminine (from the heterosexual society). Maulod’s study of the 
Malay-Muslim lesbian community in Singapore (2006) also describes how girlfriends are quietly 
explained away as “cousins” – a compromise between being single and being openly out. Sinnott, 
studying toms and dees in Thailand (2004) notes similarly that “Toms and dees did not directly challenge 
social restrictions on women but found space within the social norms to express sexuality, assertiveness, 
and dimensions of masculinity that were liberating” (161). She suggests that although there are guidelines 
as to what toms and dees should do – for example, she writes that her respondents explain that “toms, like 
men, are “active” and dees, as is considered normal for women sexually, are “passive” (135) – they resist 
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the heteronormative hegemony as “[t]oms reject feminine codes of deportment […] yet their embodiment 
of masculinity aligns them with the dominant power structure […]the masculinity of toms is not a 
simplistic imitation of normative masculinity” while  
“[d]ees also conform to hegemonic notions of proper femininity […but] dees are also understood (by 
many toms as well as dees) to enjoy sex […] while maintaining feminine status. Their position within 
tom-dee subcultures allows them to engage in a kind of femininity and sexual expression that is not 
isomorphic with hegemonic feminine sexuality and gender identity in Thai society” (138).  
 Muñoz’s notion of disidentification is a similar way of gender subversion. For him, 
“[d]isidentification is about managing and negotiating” (61, emphasis added) rather than fighting, 
actively resisting or publicly denouncing existing structures. Though Muñoz writes about disidentification 
against dramatically violent and disturbing ideologies (with specific regard to queer people of colour and 
multiple marginalities) through performance art and theatre, the strategy against the dominant ideology is 
the same. He notes: “[d]isidentification is a point of departure, a process, a building. Although it is a 
mode of reading and performing [or in the context of this thesis, personally refusing imposed labels], it is 
ultimately a form of building… the promises made by disidentification’s performance are deep” (200). 
For Muñoz, the site of resistance is not as opposite or counter, but as personal and simply different 
I suggest that this form of negotiation (within hegemonic rules, rather than overt subversion and 
challenge, is also influenced by Asian values of “saving face” and protecting one’s family. The lesbian 
(and therefore gendered) identities are seen by the individuals as extremely private and personal (though 
not apolitical), and are not discussed openly. Unlike Sinnott’s case, where she suggests that the above-
mentioned “transgressive practices were partial and were largely structured by their own alternative 
hegemonic order” (161), I suggest that my respondents are instead moving away from any form of 
hegemony, whether imposed by straight or lesbian society, towards a much more individualised space to 
be only themselves. This movement is not explicit, rigid or emotional – Rita admits that she will put a 
label (“bisexual” and “andro”) on herself if people insist that she does. Again, no respondent ever 
suggested that other lesbians should change, or that others “should” or “should not” be anything. All were 
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extremely careful to emphasise that their opinions and experiences were only their own, and that there 
were many others who “knew” the community better than they did. 
I therefore argue challenge does not have to be the outright rejection of gendered labels, but the 
personal re-interpretation, re-understanding and negotiation of what gender means to the individual. My 
respondents are able to resist the negativity, categorization or restriction that is based upon gender, and to 
appropriate gendered words as neutral and useful, rather than restrictive. The way they speak and 




Chapter 7 – Conclusion: Should We Escape the Heteronormative Gender Binary? 
“[D]egendering will undercut the patriarchal and oppressive structure of Western societies and social 
institutions and give all of us the space to use our energies to demilitarize, work for peaceable 
solutions to conflicts, grow and distribute food, level the gaps between social classes.” (Lorber 
2006:473) 
 
 “I am not to the point of personally abandoning gender. Right now, I do not want people to see me as 
genderless as much as I want them to see me as a woman. That is, I would like to expand the category 
of “woman” to include people like me.” (Lucal 1999:193) 
 
 Chapter 6 discussed the ways in which the Singaporean lesbian community challenges the binary, 
but without escaping it. It suggests ways to subvert and challenge existing and restrictive ideas of gender, 
but without explicit and political changes. This final chapter will briefly examine two ways that 
queer/feminist communities in the West – primarily North America and Western Europe – challenge 
them, and compare them with Singapore. Through this, I put forth a different way of challenging gender 
that fits the specific context of an Asian community that is not seeking rights or visibility, and whose 
members prefer to remain invisible but not oppressed.  
 
7.1 Queer/feminist Western challenges to heteronormativity 
Similarly to the Singaporean lesbian community, the heteronormative polarization of 
masculine/feminine is problematised by queer activists or communities in the West, as the terms 
“masculine” and “feminine” (as well as “butch” and “femme”) are insufficient to fit the individuals. 
Entries on genderfork.com56  include “If you’re confused by my gender, I can guarantee you that it 
confuses me 10x more”, “I am not androgynous. I am not a female, nor a male. I can’t be limited by terms 
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the gender spectrum”. 
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and social connotations. My resolve: the word that describes me is… “me.””, “I’ve started thinking of 
gender as a rubber band, it has no real sides, is stretchable, and can come in any size or colour.”, and “I’m 
not as frustrated by my body as I am with the fact that the clothing I want to wear isn’t cut for it.” 
However, these are clearly conscious and self-reflective problematisations of the binary, unlike my 
respondents’ opinions, which while complex, are not spontaneously articulated outside the interview 
situation.  
There are two ways (among others) of battling against what is seen as heteronormative gender 
institutions, carried out either by academics and activists, or queer individuals/communities themselves. 
The first is the academic examination of gender as perpetuating sexism and patriarchy due to the link 
between heterosexuality, heteronormativity and gender in a patriarchal world (Lorber 1994, 2006; 
Ingraham 2002; Roof 2002; arguably Butler’s various writings on gender, as she has argued that binary 
thinking promotes heterosexuality and heteronormativity (Salih 2004:30)). Ingraham writes, for instance, 
that “[g]ender, or what I would call “heterogenders,” is the asymmetrical stratification of the sexes in 
relation to the historically varying institutions of patriarchal heterosexuality” (2002:80). Gender for 
Lorber (2006) is simply an illusion, needed to maintain male power in society; and even though Whittle 
acknowledges that the transgender community is “using its icons and signifiers to say who they are” 
(2005:126), it is still oppressed by gender. Feminist theorists have argued that “[m]ixing [masculinity and 
femininity] does not erase the conceptual system itself” (Roof 2002:55), or that “[w]hen gender blending 
females refused to mark themselves by publicly displaying sufficient femininity to be recognized as 
women, they were in no way challenging patriarchal gender assumptions” (Devor 1989:142).  
As a result, Whittle and others suggest active ways in which this oppressive nature of gender can 
be challenged. Lorber suggests a “world without gender” through “degendering” (as noted in the quote in 
the beginning of the chapter)57, while Whittle suggests that the only way to overcome the oppressive 
nature of gender is to actively, politically and dramatically encourage subversive gender fluidity. Whittle 
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she does not make such a distinction, and ignores the latter, writing that the whole institution of “gender” works only 
to maintain patriarchy.  
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suggests that Loren Cameron’s and Kate Bornstein’s performance 58  of “gender fuck” is “seriously 
experimenting with ways of ‘thinking’ identity’. Both are bringing to queer the challenge of diversity, not 
just in terms of race and sex but in terms of gender in its most complete and fullest sense” (128/129), and 
describes Loren Cameron’s nude self-portrait:  
“Cameron’s self-portrait says who he is through a celebration of the body. He resists imposed gender 
representations and assumptions by his nakedness […] Normally the nature of ‘not passing’ means 
that heads aren’t really fucked, because gender rules are not transgressed, they are only highlighted 
[…] if the gender outlaw who can pass, refuses to pass, then they, once again, present the gender 
fuck. A world in which gender is transgressed, in which representations are resisted, is a world in 
which the struggle is presented by subjects rather than objects” (2005:127/128) 
To quote Feminist Hulk on Twitter again: “TRICK TO SMASHING GENDER BINARY: MAKE SURE 
IT NOT SIMPLY BREAK INTO TWO NORMATIVE PIECES. HULK CREATE GENDERQUEER 
DEBRIS!”  
The second challenge is the more postmodern embracing of various identity labels, where people 
describe themselves in a string of labels to best identify themselves in an effort to break away from 
heteronormative labels, or externally imposed categories. These relatively new labels that have emerged 
in the West involve romantic attraction (panromantic, biromantic etc), sexual attraction (pansexual etc) 
and gender (bigender, genderqueer etc), among others. Jackson writes that  
“queer theorists seek to stabilize both [masculinity and femininity] and create more “genders” by 
jumping between them or recombining their elements in innovative or parodic forms […] Much of 
what passes as radical in these “postmodern” times, then, does not envisage the end of gender 
hierarchy or the collapse of institutionalized heterosexuality, but simply a multiplying of genders and 
sexualities or the movement between them” (2005:33).  
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relationship between sex, gender and sexuality, while Loren Cameron is a transsexual activist and author of Body 
Alchemy: Transsexual Portraits (1996).  
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Mattilda Bernstein Sycamore, a well-known queer writer describes her gender identity: “I identify as a 
genderqueer faggot and a queen, meaning that I’m somewhere on the trans continuum, in the genderblur, 
gender-bending section. I use female pronouns and identify as femme, but I’m not necessarily invested in 
people seeing me as either ‘male’ or ‘female.’ Rather, I’d like to create something more delectable and 
devious.” (2006:10), while the profile feature on genderfork.com includes identity submissions like “a 
boy mostly, and sometimes even a man on a good day. Female. Possible fop, occasional transvestite 
(read: red lipstick, blue eyeshadow, little black dress), sometimes womanly with certain individuals but 
never with the public”, “A human. I’m still trying to work out the specifics but right now I’d probs say I 
am queer, aromantic (not to be confused with aromatic, although I could probably do with a shower), 
mixed-race, fat and okay with it, and gently, excitably butch. I am biologically female and would like to 
be less so”, and “Psychologically androgynous, skewed more towards the male than the female. I am far 
more comfortable as a girly boy than a girl. I usually use the term ‘genderqueer’ because not even 
androgynous sums it all up”. 
 
7.2 Some theoretical and empirical problems 
With reference to the first form of challenge, firstly such a position suggests that heterosexual or 
gender-conforming gender expressions and identities inherently contribute towards a restrictive idea of 
gender, and that only actively or theatrically gender-subverting performances such as Kate Bornstein’s are 
sufficiently valid. Whittle’s examples of the works of Loren Cameron and Kate Bornstein certainly best 
demonstrate problems of the existing heteronormative gender binary, but they also seem to imply an 
invalidation of heteronormative gender identities. In keeping with Halberstam’s arguments for the butch 
identities (1998a), I argue that relatively unchanging identities, even with little self-reflexivity (such as 
those found among Singaporean lesbians, and perhaps also heteronormative/heterosexual expressions) 
can be seen as acting against the restrictive gender binary. Just as men can be active feminists, 
heterosexuals and gender-conforming individuals do not have to be excluded from actively participating 
in the expansion of the understanding of gender, despite their apparent lack of subversion. The 
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Singaporean lesbian community demonstrates that it is the changing understanding of gender, rather than 
a large-scale shift in the community and performance as a whole, that helps to complicate ideas of gender 
and thus helps to move the analysis and away from the restraining qualities of a polarized gender binary. 
As Stryker writes: “[t]he relationship between bodily sex, gender role, and subjective gender identity are 
imagined to be strictly, mechanically, mimetic – a real thing and its reflections” (emphasis added), and 
that it is possible to “call into question both the stability of the material referent “sex” and the relationship 
of that unstable category to the linguistic, social, and psychical categories of “gender”” (2006:9). The 
space that we have to problematise the relationship between sex and gender can perhaps be explicitly seen 
only in a relatively narrow range of communities and individuals, but the impact that such 
problematisation has is much broader than those few groups. An individual’s identity and display as a 
butch, as femme, as masculine, androgynous or feminine, is certainly affected by inequality between 
males and females, but is not dictated by it. As Lucal writes, “We do not, in fact, know what gender 
would look like if it were not constructed around heterosexuality in the context of patriarchy… But I do 
not think that we should make the assumption that gender and patriarchy are synonymous” (1999:794).  
 Secondly, this particular method of challenge tends to overlook the fact that gender is positively 
embraced by many individuals or simply positively and non-reflexively experienced, and suggests that 
gender is purely institutional, and is a top-down implementation of patriarchal rules. Often, gender is 
linked to inequality - not only because of heteronormativity in society as Ingraham (2002) suggests, but 
because of the fact that gender as a whole (including gender as part of identity) is not problematised. 
Gender is so closely linked to sex that it becomes an issue of men versus women, rather than how 
masculinity and femininity are experienced by individuals and communities. Such an approach does not 
take into consideration either the experience of gender, or the negotiation of gender to fit a community or 
an individual. Lucal writes passionately that “I, too, am deeply embedded in our gender system, even 
though I do not play by many of its rules. For me, as for most people in our society, gender is a 
substantial part of my personal identity” (1999:793, emphasis added). Gender, as a social structure, an 
identity, a performance or a paradigm of interaction certainly includes elements of patriarchy and societal 
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implementation, but it is also deeply personal. Even Whittle writes, “Gender exists… as an idea, an 
invention, a means of oppression and a means of expression” (2005:126, emphasis added), though he 
examines this means of expression only as reflexive and conscious. As Phelan (1998) notes about butch 
performance, the performative origin of gender norms does not necessarily discount their (norms) 
importance in the creation and process of individual identity and agency.  
Having discussed two main problems with the idea of “degendering”, I quote Jackson’s 
problematisation of the second form of challenge, which is the proliferation of identity labels:  
“It might be argued that this [form of challenge] would ultimately have the effect of rendering the 
difference between women and men as simply part of a fluid continuum of differences and of 
divesting heterosexuality of its privileged location […] We cannot hope to abolish hierarchies by 
creating finer gradations or movement within them. All that this can achieve is a concealment and 
mystification of the material inequalities through which heterosexuality and gender are sustained at 
the macrolevel of structures and institutions as well as the microlevel of our everyday social 
practices” (2005: 33).  
I agree with Jackson that producing more categories may result in obscuring the real inequalities. As 
described by Halberstam (1998a) in the introduction, creating more spaces or identities often serves to 
reinforce the existing restrictive categories, rather than revealing their problematic roots. I also suggest 
that such a form of challenge carried out at the non-academic level does not sufficiently question or 
problematise the links between sex, gender and sexuality. These concepts are distinct but interrelated, as 
this thesis has demonstrated, and the interrelation tends to be ignored when more and more specific 
categories describing each concept occurs. Rather than examining how heteronormativity as an 
oppressive expectation affects both gender and sexuality together, the proliferation of labels encourages 
the concealment of theoretical and empirical links between the concepts, as well as Jackson’s material 
inequalities.  
Lastly, there is a problem with both forms of challenge. Masculinity, femininity and structural 
ideas of gender that exist on a spectrum exist in society, and academic writing cannot escape this. Even if 
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we passionately believe that such a binary does not exist (as Whittle and Roof do), or that gender exists 
only to support patriarchy (as Lorber and Ingraham do), society continues to function around these ideas. 
Especially within the social sciences, the reality of the world must be considered, and we cannot escape 
the empirical experience of communities and individuals. As Halberstam notes,  
“I think some gender theorists have been quite taken with the utopian notion that you can maybe 
sidestep the binary or get beyond gender binaries – early work by Gayle Rubin suggested as much 
and Kate Bornstein has made a career out of the concept that one might choose to be neither male nor 
female. But in the end, we can no more choose to opt out of any system of classification than we can 
decide in advance how every person we meet will read our genders” (2008). 
Having put forth some theoretical and empirical problems with the two forms of challenges, I 
demonstrate a third form that the Singaporean lesbian community has used.  
 
7.3 A third form of challenge: a changing understanding of gender 
“Instead of buckling under the pressures of dominant ideology (identification, assimilation) or 
attempting to break free of its inescapable sphere (counteridentification, utopianism), this “working 
on and against” is a strategy that tries to transform a cultural logic from within, always laboring to 
enact permanent structural change while at the same time valuing the importance of local or everyday 
struggles of resistance” (Muñoz 1999: 11-12) 
 
To briefly repeat the second half of chapter 6, current simplistic examinations of gender blending 
or crossing may be seen by some to reinforce the gender binary – where males perform femininity, or 
females perform masculinity. However, when one looks beneath the surface, such performances are far 
more complex, and it is not possible to describe a performance as entirely masculine or feminine. 
Through changing individual perspectives on gender, by adjusting what is acceptable or normal within the 
lesbian community and negotiating around norms set by heterosexual society, lesbians have moved away 
from previously more rigid gender ideas. The difficulty of identifying with a label is due to the 
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increasingly complex nature of what masculinity or femininity refer to. I argue that gender conformance 
and heterosexuality does not have to mean that those individuals subscribe to the rigid hold of the gender 
binary, as gender is far more complex than a simple binary or even a spectrum can explain 
comprehensively. I suggest that it is by demonstrating the intricate complexities of what masculinity, 
femininity and androgyny mean, and the active problematisation of the concept of “gender”, that we can 
also see how gender is not the binary it is often believed to be. It is not gender per se, but the restrictive 
gender binary that results in compulsory gender conformance. Singaporean lesbians have changed their 
understanding of gender, without necessarily changing their own performances. As Lucal writes, quoted 
at the beginning of this chapter, gender should not be abandoned, but expanded. 
The community has found a balance between being completely subjugated under the restrictive 
heteronormative gender binary, and being actively separatist with radically different gender norms, where 
heterosexuality and heteronormativity play absolutely no part. There is still oppression, and there is 
certainly no equality, but it is a step taken towards claiming an identity, or rejecting imposed identities.  
I suggest that this method works well for Singaporean lesbians and the Singaporean lesbian 
community. Singapore is an extremely heteronormative country - Chan (2002:1) writes that in Singapore, 
“[e]veryday discourse in the media (from newspapers to TV dramas to educational sources to 
advertisements) has the nuclear heterosexual family normalized, perpetuated and enshrined” while Gwen 
notes that the state’s heteronormative pro-marriage influence is clear: “It’s a lot about the state. For me, I 
feel that our lives are very much controlled by what the state wants, to further itself, okay… And a lot of 
times, [being a lesbian] is labelled as deviancy, yeah. Deviancy is not tolerated here, because we have to 
be status quo everytime.” In a country such as Singapore, with no room for riots or protests, where the 
law continues to criminalise gay male sex, where feminism is seen negatively, where there is no culture of 
challenge, and where there is a focus on the individual to take responsibility his/her own life59, this 
marginalized sexual and gender identity is private. As a result, a method of continuing existence without 
                                                           
59
 For example, the emphasis on meritocracy as one of the Shared Values of Singapore, as well as the lack of social 
welfare and instead the implementation of “workfare” and non-state-based welfare. 
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feeling oppressed or restricted is deeply personal. As mentioned in chapter 2, the community is not built 
around common principles and does not attempt to raise awareness or seek visibility. Instead, it negotiates 
the boundaries of heteronormative gender in order to find a space for the complexly gendered self.  
 I argue that this form of challenge allows for room to question the links between sex, gender and 
sexuality, and also helps to further problematise our understanding of the concept of “gender”.  
 
7.4 What is gender? The complication of sex, gender and sexuality 
Gender theorists over the years have tried to define gender as expectations, accomplishments or 
practices, among other things, yet as Wharton quotes Acker, “[a]lthough the term [gender] is widely used, 
there is no common understanding of its meaning” (2005:2). As Halberstam writes about masculinity (and 
the same can be noted about femininity), “although we seem to have a difficult time defining masculinity, 
as a society we have little trouble in recognizing it” (1998a:1). Many theorists have noted that gender can 
be studied at three levels – the institutional, interactional and individual (Ridgeway and Correll 2004, 
Risman 2004, Wharton 2005, Spade and Valentine 2008). As Ridgeway and Correll note, “gender 
involves cultural beliefs and distributions of resources at the macro level, patterns of behaviour and 
organizational practices at the interactional level, and selves and identities at the individual level” 
(2004:510/511), while Risman writes:  
“The gender structure differentiates opportunities and constraints based on sex category and thus has 
consequences on three dimensions: (1) At the individual level, for the development of gendered 
selves; (2) during interaction as men and women face different cultural expectations even when they 
fill the identical structural positions; and (3) in institutional domains where explicit regulations 
regarding resource distribution and material goods are gender specific” (2004:433).  
Some may focus on a certain level – for example, highlighting the interactional aspect, as West 
and Zimmerman (1987), West and Fenstermaker (1994) and Ridgeway and Smith-Lovin (1999) do, or the 
institutional level as Roof (2002) and Lorber (2006) do. However, each of the three levels are closely 
interwoven with each other, and cannot be meaningfully studied on their own. Each level is affected by 
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the other two and it is impossible, for example, to separate the impact that personal interaction and 
societal pressures have on how an individual interprets, understands and performs gender (which the 
aforementioned authors also note). While this thesis focuses on how gender is carried out by the body, it 
does not necessarily do so at the “individual level”. What we understand as gender is complex and varied 
– it has been variously defined as social expectations (Disch 1997), an achievement (Lindsey 2005), 
meanings attached to differences between sex (Kimmel 2008), the “nonphysiological aspects of being 
female or male” (Lips 2008:4) or as “meanings, practices, and relations” (Spade and Valentine 2008:xiii). 
Yet, all these different definitions do not clash with each other. West and Fenstermaker, who focus on the 
interactional aspect, point out that: 
“[a]t any given moment, of course, theoretical attention may focus at different levels of concern. As 
with different lenses of a camera, foreground and background may shift in clarity and salience. So too 
with a set of theoretical lenses: The role of interaction may momentarily shift the focus from more 
macro, social structural forms; nevertheless, both are always at work and serve as manifestations of 
each other” (1994:508). 
Individuals have their own psychological gender identities, but these identities are shaped by 
communities and social expectations. We can therefore discuss male genders, feminine genders, queer 
genders, Asian genders, working genders, and we can also discuss gendered occupations, behaviours, 
colours, furniture, music. It is precisely because gender can be found in every aspect and level of society 
that the study of gender is significant, difficult and complex. What is considered masculine or feminine is 
dictated by gay/straight institutions, disseminated through interaction between different audiences, and 
internalized differently by individuals.  
This leads to complications when we are, as Jackson writes, “thinking through the connections 
between gender, sexuality in general, and heterosexuality in particular” (2005:25) as  
“we do not all mean the same thing by these terms and are often talking about different objects at 
different levels of analysis […] “Gender” can mean the division or distinction between women or 
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men, whether this is seen as a primarily body difference of a social hierarchy, but also refers to the 
content of these categories, to what we understand as femininity or masculinity” (2005:25).  
 While academics still cannot settle on a definition of gender, this thesis concurs with the 
argument that gender is a process, both in terms of academia (as indicated above) and lived reality. 
Because of the way that institutionalised and interactional aspects of gender change – for example, 
different norms that the lesbian or straight community may impose on gender, or finding a new group of 
friends – individuals’ understanding of gender changes, even if their own gender identities/performances 
do not change empirically. Rather than individuals physically changing their performance, there is a 
process of realising who one is in terms of identity, being comfortable with that, and learning how best to 
not only express it, but negotiate it in a heteronormative world. As Halberstam asks,  
“[w]hat of a biological female who presents as butch, passes as male in some circumstances and reads 
as butch in others, and considers herself not to be a woman but maintains distance from the category 
“man”? For such a subject, identity might best be described as process with multiple sites for 
becoming and being.” (1998a:21).  
There is never a final end product of gender identity. Gender is done, rather than simply existing or being. 
Butler eloquently writes that “[o]ne is not simply a body, but, in some very key sense, one does one’s 
body” (1988:521), and describes the difference between being and becoming: 
“to understand woman to exist on the metaphysical order of being is to understand her as that which 
is already accomplished, self-identical, static, but to conceive her on the metaphysical order of 
becoming is to invent possibility into her experience, including the possibility of never becoming a 
substantive, self-identical “woman”” (in Salih 2004:36, emphasis in original) 
Even when gender performances differ from the gender identity, the identity is still a process – 
while an individual carries out a gender performance she feels is not natural, or reflective of her identity, 
she is aware that her true identity is being reinforced through her uncomfortable performance. Gender 
identity is also therefore being done, even when it is consciously submerged.  
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 Finally, gender expectations and regulations (as arguably opposed to gender identity for the 
individual) are, as Butler (1988:527) points out, performative – they are dependent upon the performance 
of the expectations. The expectation that females should be feminine relies on the performance of 
femininity by females, or such an expectation would not be the norm. As gender performances, and 
gender as carried out and understood by individuals is a process, so gender scripts and norms also have 
the potential for change. 
 
7.5 Conclusion 
This thesis has shown how lesbian gender is negotiated, and how lesbians carve out an individual 
space within the heteronormative structure of Singaporean society, and also demonstrated the complexity 
of understanding gender at the everyday level. Singaporean lesbians live most of their lives in 
heterosexual society and are affected by its heteronormative norms, but through a change in how they 
perceive gender, they have moved away from the restrictive aspect of the gender binary. Gender is 
personal, yet inevitably social. Attempting to make the relationships between gender, sexuality and sex 
absolutely clear, and to have laid all the strands out neatly, is an impossible task, given the intricate ways 
in which the three are woven together. However, I hope to simply have untied some knots, and revealed 
some of the problems that often go unnoticed and invisible, as gender is far more complex than is often 
suggested to be as seen in heteronormative studies. As Jackson writes,  
“[s]exuality and gender are empirically interrelated, but analytically distinct. Without an analytical 
distinction between them, we cannot effectively explore the ways in which they intersect; if we 
conflate them, we are in danger of deciding the form of their interrelationship in advance. If, on the 
other hand, we ignore the empirical linkage between them, there is a danger, evident in much current 
theorizing, of abstracting sexuality from the social, of analyzing it as if it were separated from other 
socioeconomic structures and processes, uncontaminated by material inequalities” (2005:17).  
Often sociology focuses only on aspects of marginalization (such as butch/femme lesbian gender, 
transgendered individuals and so on), looking less at the idea that gender is lived and experienced by all 
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people, regardless of sexual orientation or gender conformance. Such marginalized communities are an 
obvious focus to demonstrate problems, but these problems do not exist only within the marginalized 
groups. Men, too, are oppressed by patriarchy; gender issues are not restricted only to those for whom 
gender seems explicitly problematic. Academic and scholarly discussions on lesbian or queer gender do 
not have to be restricted to only the issues of deviance or the fight for rights and recognition. 
There continues to be room for a much more nuanced and wider discussion of gender identities, 
performances and structures beyond the empirical focus of this thesis, and I have not touched at all upon 
male or non-female-identified female bodies. Do gay males, having been brought up as males in 
heterosexual society, have similar ideas of gender and labeling as lesbians? While the vast number of 
identities and performances under the umbrella of “transgendered” has increasingly been studied in recent 
years (with the relatively recent and mostly North American-based identity of “genderqueer”), there is 
still much room for sociological and anthropological work on the intersections of sex, gender and 
sexuality without examining it in terms of inequality and marginalisation. For instance, Heasley (2005) 
writes about straight men who have stereotypically feminine mannerisms and behaviours, suggesting that 
these are “queer masculinities of straight men”, but why are they considered different forms of 
masculinity, and not simply male femininity? Yet as Halberstam (1998a) writes, we do not see butches as 
having a new form of femininity, but rather a form of female masculinity.  
Under female-bodied masculinity, one can find drastically different experiences based not only 
upon race, class and other cultural contexts, but also upon sexual orientation and levels of masculinity, 
among others – such as a butch bisexual woman attracted to other butches, an androgynous lesbian who is 
often mistaken for a boy, a genderqueer-identified female who has had their breasts removed but refuses 
testosterone, and so on. Even within lesbian gender, Halberstam’s approach to female masculinity as 
driven by agency, and separate from the “completing” other of female femininity remains underused. The 
study of gender and the challenges to the gender binary should not always be about marginalization, 
inequality and minority groups. Gender, both in terms of identity and norms, and even if carried out 
subconsciously and heteronormatively, is experienced by all humans and not just particular groups. It is 
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hoped that future studies will be able to address more threads in this discussion, and to encourage 
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